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Fig. 3

Aneroid Barometers
Atmospheric Pressure
The +ltmo`ipherc surrounding the Earth may be regarcled fis an "Ocean" ot-air, extending
_ii)\i.nrcls from the carth's surface €Lbout ten miles above sea level.

Its greatest density is ne€ir-

|'`t to the earth's surfa(`e, by reason of having to support the weight of its whole depth; and it
`TI.adually becomes less clense as the distance from the earth increcrises. This law of clec`rease in
'jressure being lmown, is usecl as cl means of measuring the height of hills and mountains.

``Aneroid"

The word "Aneroid" is a Greek c`ompound, expressing "without fluid."
Aneroid Barometer`
:.c` frequontlv termed "Holosterie" B€trometers, but this is merelv a fancy name to distinguish
-Lir present £-orm of fl{it spring ("D") instrument from the olde-r and less perfect spiral spring
-

,1`1n.

Construction-Vacuum Chamber, "A"
The illustration (Fig. I ), shows the general construc`tion t_>f the mo\Temcnt with its elastic
`_``tallic box, c`alled the \Tac`uum c`hfimber, "A."

This chamber is constriic`te(1 \Tith t\\'o c`irc`ul:Lr tlisc`s of thin ct)rrug£Ltecl German silver, firml}T
` itli`red together flt the eclges, t`orming fi c`1osi` box €is sho\\Tn in Fig. 2.
The air is exhaustecl
-I-tin this box, which causes the top fmcl bot`iom disi`s to c`1ose togcthc`r as shown in Fig. 3.
The

I_`5ure of air upon the outside sur±-ac`es ot` an or(1imr}' size chcimber is equal to aforc`e of about
11-,s.

The vacuum c`hamber "A" is firmly fixed to the circular metal base "8," by a post upon its
--.:ri', projecting through the base plate.

Bridge' "C„
^ln iron bridge, "C," spans the chamber, resting upon the base plate by means of the two
1:`.ted screws, c' c'. (These screws are used tofinelyregulate the tension upon the Chamber "A.")
To the bridge, "C," is fixed the mainspring, "D," which is forced down by mec`hanical
I ` .+.:`is sufficient to insert the knife edge piece, "e."
3
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As this knife edge is fastened (by means of a central pillar) to the top clisc o±` ch:imljer "^r
the mainspring, "D," when released,lifts the upper part of the chamber, dra\\Ting the t\i-o clises
asunder so that the box again has the appearance as shown in Fig. 2.
As this forms fi perfect balance (the power of the mfiinspring opposing the tltmospheric`

pressure upon the vacuum chamber,) any variation in a.ir-prcssurci \T'ill now be shoT\'n bit a fnoTement up or dowm of the elastic chamber. A decrease in pres`.Lirii \\-ill allo\i' thc` mail?sp.ring trj
o\tercome the power of the vacuum, the ai`tion thou being .Litp\T-:-+:-t..`. iinil fin increase ctt air pres-

sure will prctduc`e the contrary result.

Indicating Hand Shows Results
This vertical action of the vacuum Chamber is multi=:jl:tl -. ``:-_ .. _ ,:-j'tJI.tiJtl tt_i Li horizt>ntal
movement of the indicating hfrnd by a series of mechanic`ii`: :i:`.--- I:-_-_~_ :-_:` L`` :.i ,.... L,\\.I :
Being attached to the mainspring, the lever, "F," is :+i`-``:~`-. :~ -. . I-:.`.= :-.-_ _ I.+r:I:1.iL|jnt t-,|` the cham-

ber.

It is attached to the short lever, "G,'. and agaiii Ill :-_-_T` ._ :-_`--__--`-`=t

::;:i]:lit:::i:§]:::[t£:aT::n:gtprfo:a:fcq:1:e: !gr°i¥,ein#]#;crL¥i:\:tt]:: :L`=-

H...

Frum it, a fine

--i TL:t:I+I it°c:~itt7,:`s:;::1;Jcl:i;,0:,:I::;',

suppoi.ts the central arbor or spindle.
"\T."

Theshortlever, "G," projectsfromreguliitt_I:-. I : :
.-_ _.` -I --i..L`i T\-ithanad.iustingscrev'Q
This, being capable of lengthening tH i..`.=:+:_-=-._--.`--_~.. .+_~-.I. I:iro``ides an adjustment lj}T

:|7£::¥st::n±eng;C::±fnngfn=att£€£::.Ttu]::1:ga:::::T,::i:----_+`.-.-~--`:-_`..;';-e=ebL`:s:°pS]±:::natu:h°:tot:::e:]]€:;:

of the bridge, ("0").
Li i I .i S : =- = = -As there is sometimes a `iJt:|tL.J:-:`._I:-_:

==-`--- `__`~ ~_

.__ :-_-_`-=LJ`l parts and springs \i'hich alters the

position of the indicating h£`tirL ..,._: ..` ...- +` . .~
--_-_I:`_`-t.-er an opportunity offers. to compal-e
the readings of an AneroicTi Tit,-.+-..i-_ .. `=.`:-_ _`.i _ : I-.I_.i=-..~.. BLirometer.
If they do not agree¢ the
Aneroid may be adjusted b}-:'.-+==-__:-_i--._`. _ `--_. _.. . _-_`.i::I-Lg screw until the indicating hand on the
dial coincides with the heig:`.-.

==---_-__

:

_-_

I-,

.

_ .L= -.-. :-_.

: : =:1 Ensated
Inthebest madeins:: ....+:i_-_.-:-_`_` -_

:-_._--==

steel and brass, the qu:ir]:i-`:,-_I-... _-. :I.-__--.i I.

any Change in temperat.Lr`=.

I.G.'' ismadeofacompositebarot. twometals.

I._:-+g altered until it is correctly compensated. for

=°_-_ ` . +t===` i_-+i =-.=`essity of making allowances for changes in tern-

perature, as is necessar:t-i:-_ ==_-.... :-_`-

. =' I _:*_ `:=-_.i.`. Barometer.

1= G€=eral Use by Observers
The Aneroid, ctT\-ing : _ .=` :.

I-`` __ _ I. I::i_ I-I+nd great sensitiveness in responding to changes in

pressure of the atmosp.:i.e=-L- :i -+.`__ .~=:-_ == `-` \-iringe much quicker than the Mercurial Barometer/,
is to-day in more geneLr-... '`-+:=
_ ===T-±=s ot. meteorologic`al changes than an}T other form of

Barometer.
Advantages
The Aneroid is indispens:-i.=!:i -. i :._-_L=J Ii:i\-igator, as the motion of a ship renders a .Vlercurial

Barometer so unsettled.

In ::-itLi~s..irT.:`.g :tltitudes, owing to its portability, sensitiveness and
the ease with which approximate res.+..1:s ma}' be obtained, it is highly valuable to the Engineer
and SurveyorS while the Tourist. Ti-itl`. the Aneroid, notes his gain in elevation foot by foots as
well as plans his excursions in accordance \\.ith prognostications from its readings.

4

The ^lneroid may be shipped with perfec`t safety and c`arried in any position without danger
_ : _ierangement: it is not at all liable to get out of order, nor is it easilv broken.

To Measure Attitudes without the Altitude Scale
Generally speaking, the fall of one inch in the Barometer indicates a rise of about 9oo feet
:-_ |`1L.i-ation:

917 feet above sea level the Barometer falls I inch.
I,86o feet. the Barometer falls 2 inc`hes.
2,83o feetg the 13arometer falls 3 inches.

3,83o feet, the Barometer falls + inches.
+,861 feet, t,he Barometer falls 5 inches.

To Determine the Difference in Height between two given places
Not-c the reading of the Aneroid at one of the points of observation9 then at the other; sub::.Li`ct the loiter reading from the higher and multiply the remainder by 9. This will give the
_-i)proximate difference of altitude in feet.

For example:~-The Aneroid Lit the summit of a hill indicates 29.9o inches, at its base 3o®I8
i:l^L`11es:

30tl8-29.90=28.

28X9=252.

The apprcjximate height of the hill is, therefore 252 feet.

For Temperature above or below 5o° Faht.
I;Tnder ctrdinary atmospheric pressure the above method will give good results at a temper` :ure of about `5o° Fahrenheit.
If the temperature be above or below 5o° the following correc-i/`ms shoulcl be made.

.Add tc>gether the degrees of Temperatures of the upper and lower stations. If this sum is
``:.eater than Ioo° Fahrenheit, increase the height by I-Ioooth part for every degree in excess of
|tjo3.
If the sum is lower than Ioo°, diminish the height by I.Ioooth part.

For Example
Barometer reading at lower station, 3o.146 = 5oo feet by the scale.

Bfiromet-er reading at upper station, 21.olgl=Io,5oo feet by the scale,

Reading, by the

i _LJ+1eS is IO,0o0 feet.

Temperature £Lt lower stfit,ic>n 6()° and at upper 3o°, or a total of 9o°.

This temperature being Ioo less than Ioo°, the deduction would be Io feet.

Therefore,

= ``: x Io feet = Ioo, cleductecl from re€Lding of Io,ooo feet = correct height, 9,9oo feet.

How to Use the Aneroid Barometer
The di\isions upon the scale ot- £m +lneroicl Barometer represent inches and fractions of an
:-.::i of atmos|)heric pressure; the scale being tletermined b}T comparison with {q mercury column,
` cJxplained.

The ii-orcls "Stormy," "Fair," "Rain," etc., upon the dial a,re simply relative, as it does not
•.;i=jw that tile weather conditions indicated by these words will necessarily exist when the in` ``ting ]iancl o±` the Barometer points at them.

The meaning, for example, when the hand

= _:`.:s to the \i+(>rd ` `Fa{rt' ' is that the €it,mospheric pressure at that time js favorable to fa,ir weather®

Other Conditions to be Considered
ln forec`asting the weather, there are several conditions other than atmospheric pressure
._ _:1 must be taken into c`onsideration, namely, the directic>n and force of the wind, the humid¢
_,1` the Liir, andD most important of all, a comparison of the, daily Barometer reading with the
`tecl pi.essure of several days preceding.
'J

To be a Careful Observer
This necessitates,to a c`areful obsi`rver, the keeping ot` €1 dail}Trec`ord for milking suc`h cc>ni-

parison.
A single observation of t-hc Barometer, \\tlthcJut ri]i`cl-enc`c to the eonditions prc``Tfiiling
cit definite intervals prec`eding, is liable to ltc` mi`Tii`iit_1mtg.
Thi` impcjrtant thing to know is~
Has the rise or fall been a gradual oni`, or Tmi` it biJCJIl i-Li.i„. .`:`
hou` long has this conaition existed :.
fire

based

on

c`

knowledge

of

all

these

11` thii Barometei-is stationer}t,

\Te:lthiJ1-ijrt=)glli~_i`:._\`L.:1.I.:-_` I`:-t=jm Barometer obser\Tations
i`(tni`1it.+t=)n`.

L`:l.I-.1`^``-`:-i-:-I I:`_`.

:i `iliglc obser\Tation.

Weather Indications

Generally spe€Lking.i gradual but stead}T rise inclii`£itei +cttlcd I.air \TiJritiii:.
A gradual but stead}T fall inclicates unsettlecl or `Tet \`-|JL i._`__:-

.i rapid rise indicates clear \Teather \TTith high \T'incls.
^1 sudden fall indicates a suclden shower, or high \`Tinti`.

:-

+i stationarv Barometc`,r indic`ates a c`ontinuanc`e ol` exi<t=:i+`~ _

:-_ -`._ -.--

To Set an Aneroid Barometer

the g:::st±ft:c:)£:r:=t:ttei)rot:i tht:Lrnnc::gp:tt]:t[=:}]:`[£::]tt`tL:.i:+r:L :: '`---`
ar}T, the direction, as well as the extent " i_-_`

` _ -:_.` ++i :_i:iLc::]e=d: ts[`:T;:;;to::h_
I`cJrTations, will be

_ -_. :-_`~_

indicated by the relative relation tjt` thii in_T ` . ._ _ i

-I
-

After setting the Biirtjmiitilr. il` tL-.`.T` i`_._:-I -~` ..
eter is "stationarv."

-

--_ `+__ .... |`(jincide,

the

Barom-

--__ =L :.h:neter is "rising."

If it

1±` the 1_tlui` ..i_L`:`.i-. :`._

_ _ :--.`ii tjr fall T)eing the distanc`e

has moved to the left. thii B:-Li-i=,:`_`_` i `-= =`
(in fractions of an inc`h

t,cj:i,~-` _:-_ -_._-__ i--

: _ -_ =` :-+11-Jolm Frfmklin and his part}` in

Sir Leopold Mcclintock, \\-hirL i.:-_``-I `-_ ` _._

---_ :-` -:`+tlii`£ited /zT7'`9Z by the Aneroid, %c.t/ by

the Artie region, says that "The atmc,I:=I-_-_ ` i_ _
_.`.----..__-------,

the Smypiesometer, and Zcis//)I b}T thcJ :\,: `:-~ :-

<`` ._:-. BLJ+lloon as(`ents,says:

"The Aneroid

James Glaisher, Esq., F. R. S.. tL`-._:-.`-

readings from all observations made I:i_ i_-`

_:-_ . `_`~:-_:I. mav be safely depended upon to
=-t_1LL]L`imals.''

pressiires Z;iczozci twelve inches, even to :-.i_. `_ `
Col. Sir H.

James, R. E.,in his "In`L.I--I.+_-`_

in speaking of the Aneroid:

-.-_` =-:-:`.-_-:..=`.g }Ieteorologic`al Observations,'' says,

"This is fi : -.-.- `= --_ ._.-+_` ..= instrument; it is extremely portable.

1

have had one in use for upwards of ten }'cJL~-.=< `H`:-_ -_ =`.:-. :_ ._: :.|iJ best form of Barometer, {Ls a weather

glass, that has been made."
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Watch and Pocket Aneroids
To thc- tra\Teller or tourist an S. & ^\JI. Pocket Altitude Barometer is second
tjnly to the camera in its capacity for adding interest to and deriving valuable
and instructi\Te clata from a holida}T or extended journey.

As weathe_r instruments they are equally as reliable as Barometers of the
largest diametei-. But it is in measuring altitudes-the height of hills and mountains-\iTherein lie,s the chief source of pleasure and profit to the traveller.
On foot,. on horseback, or in railway travel, the ascent or desc`ent is indicated
by the altitude scale as change in elevation takes place.

To the pedestrian tourist, mouiitain and hill climbing double in interest and
en.io}Tment with an S. & M. Pocket Barometer as a tra\Telling companion.

COMPENSATION
All S. & +\1. best quality Watch and Pocket Aneroids arc compensated for
change in temperature.
This is accomplished by brazing a piece of steel to the
"main letter,`'. \Thich is made of brass, and since the expansion of steel is less than

n
\.

.`1

[0

-+`

I

brass when change in temperature occurs, the non-expanding steel strip tends to
hold in check the brass arm, and causes it to curve slightlv and maintain the
distance between the two ends, and the leverage is not affected, while with noncompensatecl inst,ruments changes in temperature are a source of material error.
S. & M. 1-\1titude Barometers are made in two sizes, 1%" and 2%" diameter.
The pocket size, by means of its larger dial_, admits of more open scale graduation
=`or the same altitude range than the watch size, as well as carrying a larger vacuum
i:`hamber and mo\Tement.
In oi'dey to Pi'e.L\eiit rits[, all "S. & ]1." TTi:arch and Pocket A`neroids have bhe

iiiovement gold ¢lated and Ill(qiiel'ed.

er

Booklets Descriptive of Watch and Pocket Aneroids Free on Application.
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Watch Form Aneroid Barometers, 1st Quality
Compensated for Temperature
I?/i inch Diameter.

Gilt Cases.

In Best Morocco Cases

Pro. 2oo3

Watch form Aneroid sil\T€i-ed metal dial. i,Tith reTol\Ting.
altit,ude scale 8,ooo feet in 5o feet- cli\isicjns compensa,ted

PTo. 2oo4

Watch form +lnerrjid silTered metal dial. \Tith raised ring
for di\isions aiid cur\Ted thc\rmometer, \iTith revolving
altitude scale S,ooo feet in 5o feet djTisions compensated for

for

temperatui.e

temperature

....................

........................................

a

.

Above instruments can be supplied with fixed altitude scales without extra charge.
8
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Watch Form Aneroid Barometers, Ist Quality-Continued
Compensated for Temperature
19yf inch Diameter.

Gilt Cases.

In Best Morocco Cases

Reverse of Noo 2oo7

=qo. 2oo7

No. 2oll

Watc`h form Aneroid silvered metal dial, with revolving alt,itude `scale 8,ooo feet in 5o feet divisions and small Singer

pearl compass and thermometer on reverse, Compensated t.or
tempera,ture....................................a....

Ilo. 2oll

Each

$2g . 25

Watch Form Aneroid silvered metal dial, Hunter form case,
with revolving altitude scale 8,ooo feet in 5o t`eet di\Tisions
compensated for temperature ....,...... d ..... 6 ........

D eicertftpetr£Ve

21 @ 25

Extra s

8.

3,ooofeetaltitudescalein

C.

5,ooofeetaltitudescalein

IofeetdivisionsD..® ...........

2ofeetdi\'isions

.............

$2 . Io
•85

D.

Io,ooo feet altitude scale in Ioo feet divisions .... a ..........

•85

E.

12,ooo feet altitude scale in Ioo feet divisions ...............

I.70

F.

16,ooo feet altitude scale in Ioo feet divisions ...............

3.30

G.

2o,ooo feet altitude scale in Ioo feet divisions ..............

5.00

]o

Aluminum

case

K.

Aluminum

case

L.

No.

No.

2oo3 .................................

2oo7 ...............................

Leather sling cases, in lieu of L\Iorocco. a a ................ a . .

2.50

5.80
I- . 7 a

.Above instruments can be supplied with fixed altitude scales without extra charge.
9
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Watch Form Aneroid Barometers, 2nd Quality
Compensated for Temperature
1% inch Diameter.

Gilt cases.

In Morocco cases

No. 2o2I.

'(8„ Quality

INo. 2o2I

Watch form Aneroid, silvered metal dial, with revolving
altitude scale to 8,ooo feet in Ioo feet divisions compensat,ed
for

temperature

D ef:=i%ii ve

.............................

Each
S13 . 5o

E x tra s

D.
E.
F.

Io,ooo feet altitude scale in Ioo feet divisions .....
12,ooo feet altit,ude scale in Ioo feet divisions .....
16,ooo feet altitude scale in Ioo feet divisions .....

J.

Aluminum case to No. 2o21 ....................

S.85

I-. 70

3.30
2.50

NOTE-Second grade Barometers are marked with a letter "8" on right hand
side of dial, between the figures 23 and 31.
'

10

See illustration.
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Watch Form Aneroid Barometers, 3rd Quality
1% inch Diameter.

Gilt Cases.

In Morocco Snap Cases

No. 2032

„C„ Quality
~

No. 2o32

Each

Watc`h form Aneroid, silvered metal dial, with revolving
altitude scale to 8,ooo feet in Ioo feet divisions ...........

$ 9 . oo

Extras
D.
J.

Io,ooo feet altitude in Ioo feet divisions.
Aluminumcase .......................

S.85

2.5P

NOTE-Third grade Barometers are marked with a letter "C" on right hand
side of dial between the figures 23 and 31.

See illustration.

ALTITUDE
The scientific word for "height." The altitude of a cone or pyramid is the height of its
vertex above the plane on which it stands. The altitude of a star is its height above the horizon.
The altitude of a mountain or hill is its greatest height above sea level.
"Wea,ther and Weather Instruments."
Paper cover 5oc.

Cloth cover SI.oo.
11
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Pocket Size Aneroids
(Best Quality Only)

2# inch Diameter.

Gilt cases.

In Morocco cases

Compensated for Temperature

No. 2042

No. 2o42

Pocket size Aneroid, silvered metal dial, with revolving altitude scale 8,ooo feet in 5o feet div].sions compensated for
temperature..........................................

Descriptive

Letter

8.

$2o . 5o

Extras

3,ooo feet altitude scale in Io feet divisions ....
5,ooo feet altitude scale in 2o feet divisions .....
Io,ooo feet altitude scale in 5o feet divisions ....
12,ooo feet altitude scale in 5o feet divisions .....
16,ooo feet altitude scale in Ioo feet divisions .....
2o,ooo feet altitude scale in Ioo feet divisions .....
Aluminum case No. 2o4 2 . .
Leather sling cases in lieu of Morocco .

$2 . Io
•85
•85

I- . 7 a

3.30

5.00
3.75
2.10

Above instruments can be supplied with fixed altitude scales without extra charge.
12
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Pocket Size Aneroid
2y2 inch Diameter.

Gilt Case.

In Pigskin Case

Compensated for Temperature
Repeating Circle

No. 2o47J<

Very portable form of surveying Aneroid, no Vernier or magnifier being
I.e€essary. The dial is arranged to show -altitude of 5,ooo feet in single 5 feet
iivisjons in a repeating circle of divisions. The outside scale isdivided to Io feet
Thile the scale directly beneath it divides it to 5 feet divisions, and by careful
reading it is possible to read it closer.
Each

^|o. 2o47#

2y2" Gilt case double circle Aneroid,in pigskin case,compensated for temperature ............................

$5o. oo

The above instrument has been adopted by_many foreign Governments for
ese in their different Survey Departments.
13

Travelling Sets

No. 2o48%
Each

PTo. 2o48y2

"Stanley" set, comprising 194" best quality watch size
Aneroid, revolving altitude 8ooo feet in. 5o feet divisions,

:::n=Laettee€,::rfotLed¥npgerbaeisutr:o::cacL::izs:,Ct:igaa:Sd.:nd$3o.5o

No. 2o49F

No. 2049

\

"Livingstone" set, comprising best quality 194" watch size
Aneroid, to 8ooo feet in 5o feet divisions, compensated

::ref::::::u±rne,c:v£:fe,£:L[£:zs::oo=:cacs:tcoas=at.c.h.,.T.+:f$33.„
Extras to above sets, same as on page 9.
14
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Travelling Sets~ Continued

No. 2o49%

NO.2049}/2

A

compact

Each

Travelling Set,
Comprising
a 194"

second

quality compensated watch
Aneroid to 8ooo
feet, with float
compass to

match,

in

morocco case . .

No. 2o5o

enamel dial . . .

No. 2o5o#

to
15

9.25

Nickel plated,
2y2" Aneroid,
enamel dial, in
morocco

No. 2o5o%

$22 . 5o

Nickel plated,
2y2" Aneroid,

case,

st,and ......

13 . 5o

Travelling Sets-Continued
PTo. 2o5I

Nickel plated Aneroid, same as No. 2o5o, with 3o hour watch

to match and small thermometer between, in morocco case . .
No.

2o52

Same as No. 2o51, with 8 day watch ......................

No. 2o53F

pro. 2o53

Double opening case comprising 13J4" best quality compensated Watch size Aneroid, revolving altitude 8ooo feet in 5o
feet divisions with small floating dial compass, and thermometer on ivory in lid of morocco case .................

Extras to above same as first quality Aneroids.

$3 2 . oo

Page 9.

Sphere Aneroids

No. 2o6o

PTo. 2o6o

Aneroid and thermometer in crystal sphere `mounted on gilt
stand

D e scriptive
Le#e:.

with

ebony

base .................................

Extra
Morocco case, double opening front .......................
16

$23 . 00

$9. 25
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Motor and Yacht Aneroids
In Stout Brass Cases

No. 2o7o

FTo. 2o7o

No. 2071
Each

An instrument specially designed for automobiles. It is
fitted with a revolving altitude scale, showing 2ooo feet
ascent in black figures, and 2ooo feet decent in red figures.
Strongly made to withstand vibration. 394" diameter and
i"

deep,

weight

Io

ozs ................................

$2o.oo

Constructed for high altitudes at the following extras.

To Order Only
C.

6,ooofeetascent ......................................

E.

12,ooofeetascent .......................................

F.

16,ooofeetascent .......................................

All are supplied with mahogany back for attaching to dash board.
+Yo. 2o7I

Yacht Aneroid 2J<" metal dial, revolving raised ring on which
is engraved the weather indications, suitable for showing
the rise and fall of a instrument of this description.
The
index is readily adjusted to agree with the pressure hand
by the aid of a knurled ring.
diameter,

Scale range 27 to 31", 3-3-"

I" deep, weight 9 ozs .........................

These instruments are highly recommended for their respective purposes.
T\'hen the air gets warmer and damper with a falling barometer, it might quite sa,fely be
•.=_--erred that a southwest wind is at hand, and if it gets colder and dryer witharisingbarometer,
-: :s pretty certain to result in a northwest wind.
"\Veather and \Veather Instruments."
: ==€r corer 5oc.

Cloth cover SI.oo.
17{
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The following Table of Altitudes is adopted as the a: .--. I. i.i: .
PROFEsSoR AIREv, the Astronomer-Royal of England.
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This table is intended more particukir'.``Measures in Feet concentric with the ordin=.^=.-_-.I+~. .
The circle of feet is to be read off , at the uppt= .--. :-. : -_

measuring the height will be:-Subtract the =r.I.+. :.i c~
upper station; the difference is the height in I-I-_~-

-`+_I . =~ _ _ -... =. i :iie rule for

-

EXAMPLE-Barometer
Sti=.:: ,I-.. ::`- -=
„ at Upper
Lower
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--,i ---. `-I-:----- ling at the

Aneroid Demonstrating Pump

No. 21oo

Do Your Barometers Work Freely?
Not many people dealing in Barometers have any method of satisfying themselves or their prospective buyer that t,he instrument offered them is in perfect
jrder.
Would it not interest your customer to see the working of one demonstrated ?
`'ou could satisfy yourself and him also that the hand travels smoothly along the
sc`ale and that it is sensitive even when the pressure is altered the slightest amount.
Our new Demonstrating Pump is constructed for this purpose. This Demon=:rating Pump is fitted with rubber feet so it can stand on any optical counter,
.--`i-id is made of japanned metal with brass lacquered exhaust pump. It has a
`-lass dome about Io}/2" in diameter, which will accommodate a Barometer up to
` dial measurement.
A necessity to every dealer handling Barometers, besides
•_-.-_aking you up-to-date in your scientific business.

If this instrument could be

: =i]perly displayed what man could withstand a friendly invitation to see a Barom. :-:Jr demonstrated.

You are able to tell the whole story and make it mighty interesting when you

•.~.-:I_()nstrate t,he action of a Barometer with the

Each

No.

2Ioo

DemonstratingPump ...................................
19

$3o.oo

Engineering Altitude Aneroid

No. 2074

Aneroids are compensated at a temperature of 5o° F.. =.I. I..--.-.-.. ~.:.; -.=:-_-.:={~rature

the scale as laid out by Prof . Airey is correct.
As the density of the atmosphere is affected b}` c-rta:-_i`=i

: :--.-:=~_-_::r:-=a:ur:, a

correction has to be applied to the altitude scale should ti-;i+ -.-:~:~.-.: t,.~=i-.-==-:~ .--. : :-:`+e time

Of observation be above or below 5o° F.
This correction is engraved on the dial of all instru=:-.i:-.=` .--_` -~._ -.=`:I.:.-.,i i above.
This instrument is highly recommended by us. the- :`.-. : ---. =~.-_i: -.-.- ::.:-:.I.;- c`I- the
+,

samehighgradeasthoseillustratedunderMilitar}'andE:+.+I.:-.~=~+=.=~=,_i.I.-:-==-_J=s.

FTo. 2o74K

2 ng;mHpeean¥}:tea:uf:in::=p::::u:=,e€Ti:[ht:tcT==~:_ : :.-:I-;_I
peratures a,bove or below 5o° F.,. e|-.;==---:-i -:
In leather

sling case ..................

S .- S . 7 .>

Extras
8.

Altitudeto

E.
F.

Altitude to 12,ooo feet in 5o feet di`-isii=B=.i.
Altitude to 16,ooo feet in Ioo feet dii.-is.:t=:-.i.

3,ooo feet in

Io feet di`-isio:-.I.

After his return from the Arctic regions, Sir Leij=`=ili :,:.i`._-.I.::.-:: €_-. -_
changes were indicated first by the Aneroid.

nex: ..:: .--. :~.i

mercurial barometer."

Paper cover 5oc.

I..~-.i.i.:mosphere

i:`-:~_-_:=:=s==-.i:i: .~,.I_i ...--. st by the

.. T.T= .-.. ::..€= L~;I. i ``-E`-_.: -.-. == :I.s:.Tuments. "

Cloth cover SI.oo.

20
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Military Engineering and Surveying Aneroids
Compensated for Temperature

No. 2Iol

One of the best field instruments for accurate and rapid approximate surveys
in ascertaining variations in gradients and levels in road making, railways, canals,
water courses and in mining.
ITo. 2Iol

ITo.

Metal case, 294" diameter, altitude scale 8ooo feet, compen-

$31. 5o

Same as 2Iol, 4" diameter ...............-................

33.50

2Io2

rvo. 2Io3

Same as 2Iol, 5" diameter ..............

D e SLC:jpetr£Ve

8.

Each

sated for temperature, in morocco case ..................

Altitudescale

3 5 . 00

Extras

3,ooofeet ............... a..

$2 . Io

C.

Altitudescale

5,ooofeet ..................

•.

.85

D.

Altitudescale Io,ooofeet ..................

•.

.85

E.

Altitudescale 12,ooofeet ..................

•.

I.70

F.

Altitudescale16,ooofeet ..................

3.30

J.

Aluminum,3"diameter ...................

4.00

J.

Aluminum,4"diameter ...................

J.

Aluminum,5"diameter ...................

5.00
6.oo

K.

Leather sling cases inlieu of morocco ........
21
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2.25

Special Surveying Aneroid Barometers
Reading to Single Feet of Altitude Scale.

Compensated for Temperature

No. 212ID

These instruments have been designed a=-.i :. ~_`-I-=H`i~.:thi
purpose of readily ascertaining slight variati{=i:-.5 ~_=. `-itl=ti.:ff=.-u,`

approximate surveys and levelings, for roads. ==-=~-i_-:

:TT.ir.~u:+_i=:.-I.or the
+tH:~~~-~-__i. i:a.

For

~.i-ulLELi` ITi~~.~= I =-.-_-sos a,nd

mines, it is invaluable, as its readings can be eas-i:,-i.~ i -i„= ITH ~= .--. =L±==~_

Besides extreme sensitiveness, the specia:::.-_.jL=~F.Ai : r -_I:Tii: =L|~_~i-.-. e:+t is an
arrangement of the scale of altitudes which a±=-_=-.
„=-`T=--=r~_:"L, T=~i -=--i \-emier,
hitherto impracticable owing to the altitude sc=:-i-:=. r i.=ujL=. =q\. .=t_~-.=.;-i sT=adually

diminishing one, to which a Vernier cannot be a:: : -_: _w ~=

In the present instrument the action has .=r:-~:I. i

i~|=.=ii=+i 1` -. = ==:-.-€ accurate

readings upon a regular scale of altitudes; the .I i-Tr~ii-:~.-ii.i T 'i„m_ :,I-i=_=:~.€s having
been made progressive to afford the correc: I-.:i-~= _ I:ill-==_mT ~.-.-= ::~_€ scale of
attitudes, this arrangement therefore, in no T=:--_=~-.~_. tT ~` TT-.~. -_-.~i -lit =s an ordi-

nary barometer.
For mining ptlrposes (Fig. 2122), the e: -.-.-. _~.

~=. ,`

i\: -..~i_

i:..i: -_i i-==.Iiuated to

;e±f]r::::sttesr+Xa£::te;o°ofotf::t:::::f£3a[] £Cn°c[±t]ui=-:-_: . = = = -~ I. -ii w -.

'=:..eTg:T£:jcoa±:

of the altitude scale represent Io feet ir.i .--. s~i~-_=~jt.~~=\.i.~. _,= ==iri be subdivided by the Vernier to single feet,~th€ -I--`=_~~= `+_ _I : ~ --`~i -=:+: a rackwork
adjustment, and a magnifying lens T\'hic:`. I:-.,i-.. ` =T" r_ ~.'.~L :-I:-.I :-:=cunference
of the instrument facilitates the reading o=- =-.i=.~=
•,.i

•

I-,.. I=.'„

,,-., _,Z„,-a

.-..

Surveying Aneroid Barometers-Continued
For surveying purposes, where it is not required to be used below sea level
the instrument is made with the scale divided from 25 to 31", thus giving an altitude scale of 6,ooo feet above sea level only, and wit,h this open scale, and the
assistance of the Vernier, the same minute readings can be easily taken.
The instruments are also constructed for measuring much greater altitudes,
i. e., Io,ooo to 15,ooo or 2o,ooo feet, but with these scales, the measurements
cannot be made quite so minute as in the more open scales.
The instrument is made in two sizes, 3" and 5" in diameter respectively, and
is provided with a solid leather sling case, thus making it sufficiently portable for
all practical purposes.
In using the surveying Aneroid to obtain the difference of level of any two
stations or positions, it is only necessary to place it horizontally at one of the
two stations, adjust (by means of the rack motion) the zero of the Vernier until
it coincides with the point of the indicating hand, and read off the number of feet
indicated by the altitude scale and Vernier; then remove the instrument to tbe`
other station and place it in the same position; adjust the zero of Vernier as>
before and the difference of the two readings gives the difference of level.

Altitude Readings on "S. & M." Surveying Aneroids
The following altitude scales are arranged by Vemier to read to single feet o£
€1eva,tion :
3" .......................... 3,ooo

5" .......................... 3,ooo

feet

feet,

6,ooo

feet

All higher altitude scales will read by Vemier to two feet of elevation.

The Vernier

The Vernier is scaled in ten equal divisions, covering in its total length exactly
tT\'enty-one divisions of the altitude scale, hence no two lines of Vernier and altitude scale can be coincident at the same time.
The division lines on Vernier are numbered from o to Io if altitude scale be
in Io feet divisions, and o to 2o if scaled for 2o feet. By means of thumb screw
i]perating rack and pinion the Vernier is set for reading by bringiiig the zero line
i=it. its scale directly uncle,r the end of the barometer hand.

23
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Surveying Aneroid Barometers
Compensated for Temperature
Ho. 212o

3" Stout bronzed metal case, silvered metal dialt Ti::~-. ',--:rf=-_it=
scale moved by rackwork motion, reading ..t:-_i .~-.=_~~.:-.`--:-i

to traverse the entire circle, altitude scale 6.cc=
leather

|Vo. 2121

sling

-`

Each

S65 . 00

case .......................

5" Stout bronzedmetal case, silvered metal di:-.:.

scale moved by rackwork motion, reading :i:-_:
traverse the entire circle, altitude scale 6.=¢=,= :-`+ --.-.-_:- a,
leather

PTo. 2122

sling

case ......................

3" Stout, bronzed metal case, silveredmetal 4ii:-~.:. ~ ---. ~_ ,I

scale moved by rackwork motion, readii-_;-:-_~:-~= =T=-_`

traverse the entire circle, altitude scale a===.`-`~i : = T
purposes 4,ooo feet ascent, 2 ,ooo feet desct: -.-..- r. :-.~ ~. ` :
Case................`...............

PTo. 2123

5" S`tout bronzed metal case, silvered me:a.. ::_-..
scale moved by rackwork motion, readi:-.s- -. _ ~.` .
traverse the ent,ire circle, altitude sea:a ..--. =T=~ `
ing purposes, 4,ooo feet ascent, 2,ooo ±`E+:-: :-. `q_`_~ i
sling

Deicertftpetr£Ve
8.
C.

D.

E.

F.

case ..................

a

oS . oo

.......

Extras for NOS. 2120-212 I
S

3,ooofeetaltitude ................ `
5,ooofeetaltitude ................

i.2o

`h
2.70

Io,ooofeetaltitude® ..............,

12,ooofeetaltitude ................

+.50

6.40

16,ooo feet altitude...

G.

2o,ooofeetaltitude .................

I 0 . 00

K.

25,ooofeetaltitude ..... ® ...........

19 . 00

L.

Jeweledmovement, Nos. 212o to :I=:.

+.50

Extra for Aluminum Cases to SurTeT=L=£ ±=rm"is,..
r===

J.
J.

S5 . OO

In aluminum, 3", Nos. 212o and :I:=.
In aluminum, 5", Nos. 2121 and jl= :.

7.00

Bookletsonaboveinstrumentsfreei,:n2REgifeLhrm_rie±
if=

`2±

The following Table of Altitudes is adopted as the standard scale, and was det3rmined by
PROFEssoR AIREv, the Astronomer-Royal of England.

Table of Altitudes
at mean Temperature of Atmosphere o£ 5o° Fahrenheit.

ft.

7500
7550
7600
7650
7700
77E'0

7800
7850
7900
7950
8000
8050
8100
8150
8200
8250
8300
8350
8400
8450
8500
8550
9600
8650
8700
8750
8800
8850
8900
8950
9000
9050
9100
9150

9200
9250
9300

This table is intended more particularly for the graduation of Aneroids with a circle o£
I.Ieasures in Feet concentric with the ordinary circle of Barometric Height measured in Inches.
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Brass Case Barometers

NO. 2202

No. 22oo

6in.

ITo. 22oo Brass case Aneroid with closed porcelain dial .....
FTo. 22ol
Same as 22oo, with curved thermometer .........
PTo. 22o2 Brass case Aneroid, with open porcelain dial.
visible

S I.^-i->

=,=

10.75

•

=,=

11.25

_

.-

12.25

`

T-I

12.50

works ...............................

PTo. 22o3
Same as 22o2, with curved thermometer .........
FTo. 22o5 Brass case Aneroid, with closed silvered meta`L
dial

S 9.75

....................................

I

'

.

-k,,``

~

15.50

PTo. 22o6

Same as 22o5, with curved thermometer .......

RTo. 22o7

Brass case Aneroid, with open silvered metal dial..
open face, visible works ....................

:I

PTo. 22o8

Same as 22o7, with curved thermometer ......

==

=3

16.25

i I

==

15.25

Extras
Descriptive

Letter

P.

First quality movements to Nos. 22oo, 22ol. =::5.

A.
N.
0.

Compensating for temr]erature first qualit}' i=t:-i::.Waxed oak cases velvet lined snap fitting ....
Polished solid mahogany case for brass casc`. i:..:

22o6.................................

trimmings .....................

I

.......-

'

.

.

;c

S 2.30

: `=
---

I.85
2.25

+.50

5.00

For other brass case Barometers see pages 27-28-29-32-33-34.
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Brass Case Barometers
(Open Scale)

No. 2217

No. 2217

Very sensitive Barometer.

3" range (28 to 31")

large bold

figures, hard enamel dial, without weather words, best
quality movement, in case.

Each

Slo. 5o

!'`...................................................

6„

13 . 50

C. & T. Patent Altitude Adjustment
For illustration See page 33.
The C. & T. patent altittlde adjustment consists of an auxiliary hand of
copper. This is adjustably attached to the pressure hand and moves with it.
While the pressure hand shows the actual atmospheric presstire at the altitude at
which the Aneroid is used, the copper hand may be so adjusted as to show always
the corresponding sea level pressure.
For example: If an Aneroid were to be used at Spokane, Washington (an
altitude of I9Io feet) the copper hand would be moved away from the blue ha,nd
to the right a distance equal to I.95" of pressure. When this hand is so attached
it will always read I.95" from the pressure hand, as they work together. This
difference accounts for the altitude of the city.
Instruction books for adjusting hands are sent with each instrument.
De£Certftpetr£Ve

"C. & T."

Extrato5"or6"dialbarometers.

Nos. 22ooto2217.

For other brass case Barometers See Pages 26-28-29-32-33-34.
27
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Brass Case Barometers
Arranged for High Altitudes

NO. 22502° 26

NO. 22022L/27

For extremely high altitudes, the ordinary barometer has not beeii£ I:lade in a
manner t,o take care of pressure experienced at those attitudes.
The 2 2 5 2 and 2 2 53 pat,terns are satisfactory up to and including ._: . `:oc =-eet I but

bevond
altitude the
mechanism
becomes
• Thethat
instruments
illustrated
above
cover deranged.
all attitudes bet`Teeii I.occ =.eet and
II,8oo feet.
PTo. 22o223,y'29 is good for use between 2,9oo feet and 7,Ioo feet.
plo. 22o22L/27 is good fol-use between 4,9oo feet and 9,5oo feet.
Ho. 225o2°,,'26 is good for use between 5,95o feet and II,8oo feet.
Movements of the 22o223/29 and 21/27 are of good qualitT. a:`+i be}-ond their

special construction are identical to those illustrated under `To-. = jcj t]n page 26.
The 225o2°/26 is of special design, being first grade throughi=iu= and compenEach

sated for changes of temperature.
5" Brass case as described, open porcelain dial .......,... $

ITo. 22o223,'29
No. 22o22]/27 5" Brass case as described, open porcelain dial ...........

9.25
9.25

PTo. 225o2°/26 5" Brass case as described, open silvered metal dial, first

quality movement, compensated for temperature .........
Deicftpetr]Ve w:g%geoak cases, velvet |T::1aswith snap fitting to Contatn

0

16 . 50

S[.5';o

Polished solid mahogany cases gilt trimmings to contain
4.50

above . .
28
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Cylindrical and Marine Barometers

NO. 2220

No. 2218T

rTo. 2218

5" Cylindrical Aneroid, hand engraved metal dial first quality
movement, compensated for temperature, in brass case .....

Descriptive

Letter
T.

Thermometerondial ....................................

Marine Barometers
5 in.

6in.

IVo. 222o *Straight side bronze case Aneroid, with closed porcelain dial, plate glass front ..................

ITo. 2222

Slo.75

11 50

13 . 50

Straight side bronze case Aneroid, with open porcelain dial, visible works, first quality movement.

.

Extras
P.

First quality movements to No. 222o ...........

A.

Compensating.

V.

$ 8.75

First quality movements only..

Silveredmetaldials ..........................

*Adopted by U. S. Life Saving Service.

29
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The "Universal" and "Lifebuoy" Pattern Barometers

These patterns have been constructed with a view to combinerstrength and
efficiency at such a price as to command a large scale.
Though in all respects the same in construction, the "LTniTersal.. is intended
to reach the agricultural community, while the "Life-Buo}+" ±`rom its title. commends itself more particularly to mariners, fishermen, etc.

The frame is a strong casting, japanned inside and out. the I-rant ring of
lacquered brass, fitted with a `spread bevelled glass, the dial of porcelain. unaffected
by damp or climatic changes.

The movement, a thoroughly sound, reliable one.
Each instrument is packed in a light, deal enclosure box.
No.

2224

"Universa,1" Aneroid, 5" dial ..............,.,..

No.

2225

"Life-Buoy" Aneroid, 5" dial ..............,....

Instrument No. 2224 is supplied with Meteorological set described on page 86.
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Yacht Aneroids
INo. 2226

Yacht Aneroid, with bronze flange at back o£

case, first, quality movement, hard enamel dial
rTo. 2226}/2

`.`

Diameter
5 inch

Each

S16 . 25

V. A. P. Lever time piece to match No. 2226
with hard enamel dial .....................

39 . 00

Extras
Descriptive

Letter

A.

Z.
W.
Q.

Compensating .................

Oak panel to contain one pair . . .
Silvered metal dials, best engraved, each .......
Nickel plated case in place of bronze, each .....

S

I.85
3.25

4.25
3.25

Cabin or Chronometer Pattern Aneroid

No. 2236

No. 2236
No. 2237

Cabin pattern or Chronometer Aneroid in best made brass
bound oak, teak or rosewood case, lock and key, 5" rack
action aneroid to 7,ooo feet, first qualit.y, compensated ....
Same as above, but with revolving arrow on scale in place of
a,1titude..............................................

An important testimonial for their excellence for mariners was given in the generous action
of the Life Boat Institution of Great Britair], when, in order to promote its use and prevent the
loss of life amongst this fine class of fishermen, they offered to provide the master of any fishing
smack with an aneroid at half price.
"Weather and Weather Instruments."
Paper cover `5oc.

Cloth cover sI.oo.
31
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Brass Case Barometers
Compensated for Temperature
Adopted by "U. S. Navy''

No. 2250

There has been a demand for some time past .for a brass case barometer of
extra quality. We feel confident in offering the above that it is better than any
barometer of similar style on the market, and it has the advantage o±-being compensated for t_emperattire.
INo. 225o

Extra best quality brass case Barometer,
specially finished movement,. compensated for temperature, silvered open

Descriptive
Letter

T.

metaldialdividedtoo.o2" .............

Thermometersextra ...................

a 1-..

SIS.oo
I:50

6 iJ-.I.

S2o.oo
I.5o

Special Cases for Brass Case Barometers

0.

Highly polished mahogany cases with
hinged covers, lined velvet, gilt trimmings,

N.

each .........................

S4.5o

Waxed oak cases with hinged co\`ers.lined
velvet, snap fittings ................. `

32

I.50

$5`oo

8 in.

$25.oo
2.oo

\: ,...... `
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Brass Case Barometers
With Words Re-arranged on Dial and ``C & T"

Patent Altitude Hand

No. 2251

As the density of the air varies according to the altitude of a place, the presstire
also varies in a like ratio.

For the purp9se of making comparisons of weather over large areas, it is necessary to reduce au readings to a c`ommon base~viz., sea level.
All barometer readings issued by Government mcteoro]ogical offices are reduced or corrected to a sea level basis, no matter what the altitude of the place
may be to which they refer.
On this instrument the weathc`r words have been arranged to register as
accurately as possible, weather conditions. It is absolutely necessary to use the
"C. & T." Patent Altitude ad.iustment hand on this instrument, as without it the
dial loses its value, if it is used at any other place than sea-level.

IVo. 2251

Brass case Barometer, with weather words so adjust,ed that
they read very correctly to any altitude of about 3,5oo feet
bythe "C. &T."patentadjustment.
5"silvered metaldial. `S12.oo
Same as above, 6" diameter ..............................

Booklets on above instrument on application.
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Brass Case Barometers
With Patent Revolving Back
Adjustable for any Altitude up to and Including 3,5oo Feet

No. 2252

An adjustment whereby the Barometer hand points directl}+ to the proper
Weather Mark, and at a glance the weather to be is, approximatel?.', I-oretold.
From a rna,nufacturing standpoint it is necessary to arrange the ..i`Teather
words" on an Aneroid Barometer in relation to the barometric pressure scale at
sea level, in order to fix a standard level for observation.
Since barometric reading is affected by altitude and it is obviousl}' impossible
because of the enormous variety involved, to make special instruments for Various
altitudes, from sea level upwards, the desirable barometer is one provided with a
means of adjustment whereby the observer may take observations, agreeing with
sea level readings, at any desired location.
The instrument illustrated and described is arranged in such a manner that
it is suitable for use in any location from sea level to 3,5oo feet elevation. The
adjustment is very simple and no derangement of the working parts is necessary. Once adjusted for a given location by the observerno further adjustment is
required.
To Adjust the Barometer for Altitude for a Given City, Town or Location
Turn the Brass Plate set in the back of the case (this is easih- done with the
fingers) until the number of feet corresponding to the eleTation-ot-the City or
town is opposite the arrow. The hand will then point to the proper weather mark
and the reading will be the same as that of the U. S. TTeather Bureau, which is

ire:.1:¥:L2re;'9i¥;s:coavsee]L:::cLe±a;:r€i%1:s:earrangedlTeatherends70rdl-S[E:Choo

ILO. 2253 5"fi:;tas:ucaa]::}¥:ia;:i[svaetreedd £±:|'er£:=tafngecdarwdeactahseer. lords.'
We can give you all information, on altitude of your town or city.
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Barographs or Recording Barometers
Barographs are aneroids arranged to record upon a chart the atmospheric
changes, the amount of rise and fall and the time such changes occur.
The mechanism consists of a "pile" or series of vacuum chambers, each
secured to the one above and below, making a magnified and sensitive movement.
The movement of these chambers is still further greatl}T magnified and tra,nsmitted to the aluminum recording arm carrying the pen, by a series of connecting levers.

This pen records the changes in pressure on a Chart Ti-hic`h encircles

the drum containing the clock movement.
A week's record can be obtained on the chart, as the clock reTolTes once in
that time. As the top of the chart is divided into seven spaces, (the set-en days
of the week), and stib-divided to spaces representing two hours each. it is possible
to tell at what time of any day, atmospheric conditions undergo a change.
While the ranges of charts vary, the one universally used shows pressure from
28" to 31", the value of each division on the chart being .o5".

The compensation for temperature is accomplished by leaving a sufficient
quantity of air (ascertained by experiment when instrument is made) in one of the
vacuum chambers so that the tendency of the barometer to register too low (on
account of the weakening of the springs, the expansion of the levers and other
parts) due to a rise in temperature, is counteracted by the increased pressure of
air in the vacuum cell. The instrument should, however, be kept in as uniform a
temperature as possible.
With a rising recording barometer the trace of the pen is convex for a decreasing rate and concave for an increasing one. The reverse is trtie of a I`alling barometer. If fall is steady the line will be straight diagonally.

Barographs are invaluable for mariners as they are not affected b}- the rou and motion of
a vessel at sea. Here it is important to know not only the amount o±- rise or fall but also
whether rapid or slow, as winds and seas depend upon these c`onditions. In all well appointed
vessels it is now recognized as a necessity.
"\lTeather and Weather Instruments."
Paper cover 5oc.

Cloth cover sI.oo.
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Recording Barometers (Barographs)
In weather prognostication a sing]e observation of the Barometer is of little
or no value, and while frequent observations will, if recorded, convey the desired
information provided changes in atmospheric pressure are gradual, yet when
sudden changes occur between observations such records will be missing and probably lead to a misinterpretation of "weather signs."

No. 23o2

FTo. 23o2

Mahogany case, cover hinged at end, glass in front and one
end,

with

handle ......................................

Each

$52 . 5o

No. 23o3

FTo. 23o3

Wood frame, glass case cover, in mahogany or oak.

flo. 23o4

Same as 23o3 with bevelled plate glass ............

For extras see page 42.
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58 . oo
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Recording Barometers (Barographs)
The Barograph js a most reliable form of Barometer in indicating the presenttime atmospheric pressure, but its special value ties in the continuous hourly record
which it creates, of every fluctuation in pressure for seven consecutive days, showing not only the extent of the various changes, but also the time of their occtlrrence.

No. 2305
Each

No. 23o5

Same as 23o3 bevelled plate glasses with front opening
drawer, two divisions for taking used and unused charts . . .

S63 . 00

ITo. 23o6

No. 23o6

Same as No. 23o5 with best moulded pattern case.
For extras See page 42.
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Recording Barometers (Barographs)
The chart js mounted upon a drum actuated by clockwork, which drum
makes a complete revolution once in seven days. The Chart is divided into days
and the days subdivided into two hour divisions.
In spite of its extreme sensitiveness, responding as it does to the slightest
change in atmospheric presstire, it is, nevertheless, a most substantial instrumenteasy to adjust and with ordinary care as enduring as the simplest form of Barometer in use.

No. 2307

NO. 23o7 Same asNo. 23o5 withbestmouldedandcarvedpillarffame..
No. 23o8 Metal case barograph similar to No. 23o2, with copper or
japanned

hinged

cover

................................

No. 2312

ITo. 2311

No. 2312

Best ornate carvedpillarBarograph, extra heavy case bevelled
plate glasses and drawer for used and unused charts ..... I I8 . oo
Inlaid mahogany frame, with bevelled plate glasses and
drawer for used and unsued charts. . .
90 . 00
For extras see page 42.
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Recording Barometers ( Barographs )
Simplified Form
The appi-oach of a gale will be indicated by a rapid downward direction of
the traced line upon the chart, while a stomi of any duration will be foretold by
a gradual declension of the traced line, more or less rapid, according to the progress
of the storm. Should the course of the storm change and be diverted, the Barograph at once gives warning through the rising line upon its chart.

No. 2313

This illustration shows a new type of Barograph recently patented by us.
The movement is worked by a large vacuum pan concealed in the base of the
instrument.
It is built in a very simplified form, and enables tis to place a good Barograph on the market at a popular price.
The clock is of the same grade as the regular pattern instrument.
Each
PTo.

2313

Barograph in sheet glass frame as described ................

D eicertttpetr£Ve

LL.

MM.

E xtf as

BracketforsupportingBarograph .........................

Bracket for supporting Barograph wit,h exposed chart frame
Lever

Pens

$4o.oo

clock ............................................

(ordinary)

........................................

S15 . 5o

18 . oo
7.50
•70

.....................................

I.00

Sets of patent perforated Charts ..........................

2.00

Pens

Ink,

Ink,

("V"

plain

pattern)

bott,1e ........................................

stoppered

bott.1e ....................................

Booklets on barographs, free on application.

40

•45
•75

Recording Barometers-Continued
Dial Barograph
(I)esign Copyright)

No. 23o5NN
Registered No. 6098 ,6,06

The Barograph above illustrated combines with rec`ord of the Barograph
Chart the dial readings of an ordinary Aneroid Barometer; both are actuated by
the same movement, and being adjusted to complete agreement, the pen tlpon
the Chart and the hand upon the dial will invariably give the same indications.
The advantage of this comb].ned Barograph and Barometer to the lay user is
obvious; the ¢yese%¢ time Barometer readings are more readily det,ermined by

the dial, the chart recording the hourly variation in pressure as indicated upon
the dial. Inst,ead of complic`ating the Barograph as an instrument, it simplifies
and adds a most interesting feature by reason of the comparison of readings between the pen on chart, and hand on diial.
The dial is engraved silvered metal, and c`an be fitted to any pattern of the
S. & M. Barograph except No. 2313.
Descriptive
Letter

NN.

Auxiliary metal Dial, either inch or metric scale, fitt,ed to any
S. &. M. Barog.raph, except No. 2313 ....................
Ivory

scale

thermometer .................................

For extras, see page 42.

Booklets on Barographs free on application.

Thunderstorms occur oftenest in the summer months, more frequently in the af ternoon.
They are preceded by a decrease in air pressure and relative humidity and an increase in temperature. When storms burst, the pressure and humidity increase rapidly and the thermometer falls. At the end of the storm the pressure and humidity is at the maximum, wh].1e the
temperature is at its minimum.
" weather and weather Instruments. "
Paper cover 5oc.

Cloth cover sI.oo.
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Baro-Thermo Recorder

Design Regi,stered No. pr6,369 Chart Copyright

The illustration shows our Baro-thermo recorder, ivith which it is possible
to take both barograph and thermograph records on one chart. The range of
the ba,1-ograph is from 28" to 31", while the thermograph shows a range of o° to
|2o° in 2° lines. Two different colored inks are used (blue for the barograph
and green for the thermograph), so t,hat no confu'sion will arise from the two
records.
Descriptive

Letter

PP.

Extra for thermograph attachment to any barograph, excepting

No.

2313

.........................................

Each

S25 . 00

Extra charts for above, one year's supply, per set,..........

2.50

Pens

I.00

(V

shape)

for

above ................................

Extra for Barographs
LL.

MM.

Bracketforsupportingba,rograph .........................

15 . 50

Bracket for supporting baro,graph with exposed chat.t frame..

18 . oo

Lever

Pens

clock .............................................

(ordinary)

........................................

Sets of patent pet-forated charts for regulai. instrument ......
Sets of patent perforated charts for Baro-t,hermo recorder ....
Ink,

plain

bottle ........................................

Ink,

stoppered

bottle ....................................

7.50
•70

2.00
2.50
•45
•75

No rule can be laid down for forecasting e\-en a single countr}+. The-detailsvaryindefinitely
and each observer must use his judgment.
"Weather and Weather Instruments."
Paper cover 5oc.

Cloth cover sI.oo.
42

High Drum Baro-Thermo Recorder
We have designed a Baro-thermo recorder sfiowing extremes in temperature
and pressure. The chart is of the high drum type, being 6" high, and is ranged
from 4o° below zero to 12o° above for the Thermograph, and from 23" to 31" for
the Barograph.
It is supplied in either copper hinged lid cases wit,h strap handle for
carrying ; plate glass wood frames with drawer below for charts ; or in the
regularplateglassframewithoutdrawer.

Each

Toorderonly ..............

Charts for Barographs
Chart No. 2
""6
9
15

8
13

14
16
17

18

28-31 "

English words

25-31"

English.

720-795 in-in
720-795
720-795
7oo-775
7oo-775
675-75`5
675-755
675-755

"
"
"
"
"
"
"

French
German
English
French
German
German
English
French

"

"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Charts for Baro-Thermograph
Chart No. 2o

28-31"

o-|2o°F.

720-795 in-in

+

6.5OC<

7 2o-7 95
7 oo-7 7 5
7 oo-7 7 5

English words
English „
German "
French
"
German "

All above are for seven day clocks.

When preparing a Barograph for shipment, the clock drum should be removed from its spindle, and with the bottle of ink packed separately, othierwise
damage is bound to result in transit.

The G1]1£ Stream is caused by the warm waters of the tropics being continually pushed by
the trade winds into the Gulf of Mexico. Seeking an outlet, they pour eastward through the
Florida Straits (forming a stream 32 miles wide), which ends at the Great Bahama Bank. Here
it spreads to fifty miles, continuing as far as the capes of Chesapeake. It then spreads (like a
fan) over the North Atlantic. To suppose it could possibly affect the climate of the `Torth
Atlantic Coast is an obvious absurditv.
" Weather and Weather Instruments."
Paper cover 5oc.

Cloth cover SI.oo.
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Thermographs
( Recording Thermometers )

The movement of "S. & M." Thermographs consists of a bi-metallic lamina,
arranged in such a manner that there are no levers, other than the pen arm usedin
its construction.

This construction ensiires rigidity, overcomes all lag or creep and friction, and
is more sensitive than the mercurial thermometer to changes in temperature.
Theinstrumentscanbearrangedtoshowtemperaturescoveringan}T75°F.,I5o°
F. or 3oo° F. , and charts are sent, plain so they Can be figured at the `iill of the user.

A `.Kew" (National Physical Laboratory, England) certified mercurial thermometer accompanies each instrument No. 236o, and is intended to assist the
user in the adjustment of his instrllment.
.

As an assistance to the setting of the instrument, the following rule should be
noted.

If a range of 15o° F. was permissible on the instrument to be used, the first
thing necessary is to figure the chart in the manner desired. As an instance suppose it was arranged with the 5o° at the bottom of the chart and 2oo° at the
top,, covering 15o° F. from lowest to highest point. The chart should then be
placed round the clock drum and the reading of the Kew standard mercurial
thermometer taken. Imagine it reading 65° F. At the end of the pen arm will
be found a screw securing it to the bar running at right angles through the spiral
thermomet,ric coil. When t,his is loosened the arm is free to adjustment. Place
the pen at the extreme end of the arm on 65° F., mark on chart (agreeing with
the mercurial thermometer) and tighten screw again thus securing it to the horizontal bar. Small final adjustments can be made by the long screw at the back
of the coil, with the use of an ordinary screw-driver.

In the "spirit tube" thermograph the constant exposure to the air Corrodes the metal,
causing it to become more or less porous and leaky, Inaking the instrument highly inaccurate.
The mechanism also necessitates a series of levers, magnifying the mo`-ement of the tube. The
"pins" which fasten these levers often become rusted c`ausing t'Lie instrument to register even
more inancurately.
The thermograph now most generally used has a spiral coil ot- two different metals (brazed
together) with the pen arm fixed directly to the coil. The expansion and contraction of the
spiral coil c`auses the pen arm to move up and doiTn, rec.ording the temperature on the chart.
"Weather and Weather Instruments. "
Paper eo\Ter 5oe.

Cloth cover SI.oo.
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Thermographs-Continued

No. 236o
Pattern Used and Approved by
The Meteorological Office of Great Britain
Registered Design No. 563ol4

Exposed laminainsuring perfect circulation of air round it, being sufficiently far
fromthe case as to be unaffected bythemetal. Hinged copper lid, cast metal base.

The charts are supplied un figured and instruments can be supplied to show
75° F., 15o° F. or 3oo° F. ranges.

It is supplied with "S. & M." patent clock and "S. & M." patent perfoi-ated
charts, and has a "Kew certified" 6" thermometer supplied with it, for purpo`ses
of comparison.
No.

236o

"M. 0." pattern as described ............................

$5o.oo

Descriptive

Letter

"A Range" .
"8 Range" .
"C Range" .

.Equals 75° F. on chart.
.Equals 15o° F. on chart.
. Equals 3oo° F. on chart.

Above instrument can be supplied with chart No. 46 (-62° + 128° F.) on import only, at same price.
At a barometric pressure of 29.92 ¢%7e water boils at 212° F. Water freed from air (by
ebultition) may be raised to over 23o° F. without boiling, and if covered with a layer of oil, may
te raised to 248° F. without boiling, but above this temperature it suddenly begins to boil, and
with almost explosive violence.
"Weather and Weather Instruments."
Paper cover 5oc.

Cloth cover SI.oo.
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Thermograph (Recording Thermometers)
Thermographs with chart ranges No. 37 (o to |oo°F.) P\To. 38 (2o° to |2o°F.)
or No. 39 (-3o+IIo°F.) can be supplied in cases as illustrated on pa,ges 37,`

38 and 39, at same prices as the Barographs.

Thermograph with Movement Enclosed

No. 23533€

Above instrument is fitted up in copper hinged case with padlock, and is
supplied with 8 day cylinder clock.
*Ho. 2353# H].gh drum clock Thermograph, chart 46 ranged -c>j to

Each

+ |28° F., with recording lamina inside .......,.,,......$5o . oo

FTo. 2357

Low drum clock as illustrated, rangesoto ioo3Falireiiheit.
2o° to |2o° Fahrenheit, 6o° to 2oo° Fahrenheit. o to 5o°
Fahrenheit, 15° below to 3o° above Reauir+ur ;o3 belon'
to I Ioo above,, Fahrenheit ..............,...,.,...,.

5o . oo

*This instrument can be supplied to show an}+ raiige sht]T\ing 75° F., 15o° F.

and 3oo° F. Instruments of this character will be sent Ti-i=h KeT`- Certified thermometer and blank charts so that same can be filled ir_ ttj suit the requirements
Of the purchaser.

Price same as for No. 2353,13.

The highest known average monthl}T tempe].atiL-`=E eT,-€r rJbserTed is that of Io2 degrees F.

for July at Death Valley, California.

The lrjT`-est is -6ci liegrees F. for January at Wercho-

.i.ansk, Siberia.

Paper cover `5oc.

• .TTeather and Weather Instruments."
Cloth cover sI.oo.
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Thermographs-Continued
Chart Copies, Half Size

7E° l~ 1°uNE§.

7Ga" |°|iNEs.

1cO° i~ 29i,INEs

|60°i~2£ LiN ES

`j, I ,:` ,I ;, I ,` ',j I, ` ,I ,` , ,`l; , , ` ,i ,

500:' iN49i.iNEs.

500`,'m4°Ll~ES

Above illustration gives an idea of how charts can be figured for the No. 236o
``M. 0." pattern Thermograph.
THURSD^Y

J,,,,,,,,,,,I,

Extras
Each

Set of perforated and gummed charts-62 + 128° F. (No. 46) . . .
Set of perforated and gummed un figured charts (High Drum) . .

$2 . 5o

Set of perforated and gummed charts for low drum instrument

2.00

2.50

Extra pens for Thermographs (ordinary pattern) .............

•70

Extra pens for Thermographs (V pattern) ...................

I.00

Ink with brass stopper-per bottle ..........................

•75
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Pendant Barometers
Carved Oak Cases

Waxed Finish

Registered Design 5oo.757

No. 2488

IVo. 2498

No. 2489

No. 2498

8" Pierced oak Pendant Barometer (`33" x 1|")

|i=T*h--T£=`

porcelain dial and porcelain scale thermometer..

No. 2488
Plo. 2489

S14. oo

Carved oak "star design" Pendant Barometer,
porcelaindial andporcelain scale thermometer..
Carved oak wheel Pendant Barometer, porcelain
dial and porcelain scale thermometer ........
For extras, see page 56.
48

SII ` 25
(26"x8")
11.25

15. 5o
(34"x Io}")
15.5o

(26"x8'')

(34"xlo±JJ)

-_._

Pendant Barometers
Carved Oak Frames

Waxed Finish

Registered Design No. 53o.964

No. 2499U

No. 2499U

Registered Design No. 541,376

No. 2398U

Registered Design No. 557.901

No. 2392U

Carved oak Pendant Barometer (36" x 11") open porcelain

No. 2398u

cadrfva:LPo°arfe:ae£=dsacna;eBtf]:or:e°t=re%r6 v x I I y) open porcelain

No. 2392u

cadr±::'dpo°:±e:ae±=ds:::eBt:reor=:t=ret(e3r6v i I 2}4J) , open porcci
lain dial, porcelain scale thermometer ..................

For extras, see page 56.
49

8„ Dial

Each

$2I . 5o

23 . 00

26 . oo
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Pendant Barometers
Carved Oak Cases

No. 2448

No. 2493

No. 246o

Reg. Design
8„ Dial

No. 2493

Carved oak pendant frame (`36" x 11") "Tulii)`" design, porcelain dial, porcelain scale thermometer ................

PTo. 2448

Carved oak t`rame
tern

FTo. 246o

(39y2" 1{

Each

$3 2 . oo

Pendant Barometer,, "'Fishmar.I:et," pat-

13}z£"), ct;osed porcelain r]ial ..............

44 . 00

Carved oak frame Pendant Barometer. "Carlton" pattern,
(39y2" X 12y2'') best engraved omamental metal dial and
thermometer scale, first quality movement ...............

For extras see page 56.
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Pendant Barometers
Carved Oak Cases

Waxed Finish
„ England „

„ Ireland ''

" Scotland ''

No. 2391 U

No. 2494

No. 2495
8„ Dial

FTo. 239IU

PTo. 2494

Carved oak pendant frameBarometer (36"x I234") "Roses"
Each
design, open porcelain dial, porcelain scale thermometer . . $33 . 5o
Carved oak pendant frame "Shamrock" design (34'' x IoJ/2")
porcelain dial, porcelain scale thermometer .............

ITo. 2495

3 2 . 00

Carved oak pendant frame "Thistle" design (34" x Ioy2"),
porcela,in dial, porcelain scale thermometer .............

For extras, see page 56.
51

3 2 . 00
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"Sberaton" (®ln ®ngltsb) Designs
fflttlaiD |PettDattt noarometets

®n tDe ttoo tollotoittS pages ate
illustratiotts of antique "Sbeta=
toto " |PenDattt noatometets, copieD
from Senuitte olD frames, tobtcb
bat]e passeD tDtou8b out banDS.

®be t]etleets are mounted on
SoliD mobosanp an@ ate tinisbeD
in toe bisbest poSSitlle mattttet.

abe Dials ate of SimeteD titass
attD battD ettgtat]eD, efact reptoDucf
t.iott in et]etp Detail of tbe DID

fasbioneD article, botb as tesatDS
DitlfD€ttS anD toorDjtts.

aimf n8 to make tDese i nsttu=
mettts of toe biSbeSt possible. SraDe,
toe fit tbem up toitD best qualitp
compensated motlementS ottlp.
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Pendant Barometers
Inlaid Solid Mahogany
"Sheraton" Designs
(Old English)

No. 2468J€

No. 2468}{

No. 24697€

Ist Quality Compensated Movements. 8 inch Dials.
Inlaid solicl mahogany, old pattern wheel Aneroid (36"
x Io}{") round top, antique silvered metal dial, red
spirit tube thermometer, first quality compensated
movement.........................................

No. 2469J€

$38 . 5o

Inlaid solid mahogany old pattern wheel Aneroid (39"
x Io}/2"), pediment top, antique silvered metal dia,1,

red spirit tube thermometer, first quality compensated
movement.........................................

53

40 . 00

Pendant Barometers
Inlaid Solid Mahogany
"Sheraton" Designs
(Old English)

`-'`i`-iiii._.__i

No. 2396

No. 2390
Registered Deslgn

Ist Quality Compensated Movements.
Ho. 239o

8 inch Dials

Inlaid solid mahogany, old pattern wheel Aneroid (39'' x 11"),

pediment top, antique silvered metal dial, red spirit tube
thermometer, first quality compensated movement ......
PTo. 2396

Inlaidsolidmahogany, oldpatternwheel Aneroid (.39" x loy2")

pediment top, antique silvered metal dial, red spirit tube
thermometer, first quality compensated movement.......
54
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Pendant Barometers
Inlaid Marquetry Designs

No. 2465 U

No. 2467

No. 2469

----------Each

No. 2465U

Inlaid frame pendant barometer (34" x 13"),
"Jac,obean" pattern, open porcelain dial .....

No. 2467

Inlaid frame pendant barometer, "St. Martin"

No. 2469

Inlaid frame pendant barometer, "Graphic"
pattern (36" x 13"), best engraved metal dial
and metal scale thermometer, first quality

pattern, porcelain dial .....................

movement,...............................

For extras, see page 56.
55
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$27 . oo
$22.oo
(26" x 8")

`34.00
(35"X lo±'')

88 . oo
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Extras on Pendant Barometers
Where not Specified

-------Dial Diameter

Descriptive

5"8„

Letter

P.

Firstqualitymovements .................

A.

Compensatedmovements ................

U.

Open face,visibleworks .................

V.
W.

Silvered metal dials and therm.ometer scales.
Silvered metal dials and thermometer scales, best

X.

SameasW,withengravedcentre .................

engraved....................................

Mahogany frames in lieu of oak where not specified

Each

Each

$2.30

$2.30

I.85

I.85

2.75

2.75

r-'.7S

6.oo

4.25

8.oo

5.50
2.5o

Io.25
3.75

Barometers in Miniature
We have added to our line a series of miniature
pendant Barometers. suitable for travelling cases,
presents, etc.

Thev are exact reproductions of the f ull size
inst,rument, being about 8" in length.
Ttl

Movements are of high grade, silvered metal
scales to both Barometer ar]d Thermometer.

In Ebony, Boxwood or Teak
Each

NoS.

2488}/2,2489}{

Pendants ............

S32 . 5o

In Inlaid Mahogany
ILO.2469J/2A

Pendant ................

32 . 50

Fn Fumed Oak
PTo. 25oly2

Miniature round Cable Barometer, best metal dial ....

No. 2489%
56

19 . 00
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Round Frame Barometers
Carved Oak

No. 25ol

No 2503#

No. 2504

pattern, --

FTo. 25ol

Rollnd frame Aneroid, "Cable"

ITo. 25o2

Round frame Aneroid, "Star" pattern,

FTo. 25o3}/2

Ilo. 25o4

8in.

\

7.oo

8.25

Io.75

dial .......................

7.oo

8.oo

9.5o

dial .......................

9.5o

12.00

14.75

porcelain

dial ................,......

Round frame Aneroid, "0. G." pattern,

Round frame Aneroid, "Circles" pattern,
porcelain

-

$ 9.5o

dial .......................

For extras, see page 58.
57

$ 7.oo

^ 6in.

$ 8.oo

porcelain

porcelain

IJial Diameter
5 in.

'
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Extras to Apply to Aneroids Nos. 25ol and 25o4 Inclusive
Descriptive

-J'

Letter

A.

Compensating for

temperature

er'

or I

to first

P.

quality movements only ...............
Firstqualitymovements .................

U.
V.

SI.85

SI.85

SI.85

2.30

2.30

2.30

Openfacevisibleworks ..................

2.75

2.75

2.75

Silveredmetaldials .....................

2..3o

4.oO

4.50

Hammered Metal Case Aneroids

No. 2550
Each

No. 255o
No. 2551

"Hammered Iron" frame 5" open porcelain dial.
"Hammered Brass" frame 5" open porcelain dial ...........

$8 . oo

8.oo

To make a good forecast, it is essential that the observer take into consideration the direction and f orce of winds., appearance of the sky, humidity of the air and a comparison of the
Barometer reading with the indicated pressure for several days preceding.
``Weather and Weather Instruments.''
Paper cover 5oc.

Cloth cover sI.oo.
58
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Rainfall
Rain, briefly speaking, is caused by the chilling of the air, which contains
a certain amount of moisture.
This chilling may take place through the rise of the air into higher or colder
levels, through its contact with a colder Surface, or from its meeting with aL colder
current of air.
Rain ofteri results from the rushing of warm lowland air up a mountain side.
Some of the heaviest known rains are on mountains lying near the sea.
The air over the ocean becomes thoroughly saturated with vapor wELich,
while warm, it can carry. Then it suddenly comes against a mountain range,
and has to pour upward, losing heat as it does so. Becoming fast colder, it can
no longer contain its supply of hidden moisture. It is then the clouds of floating
mist are formed, and t.orrents of rain result.
All over the earth water is vanishing and reappearing, going out of sigfit into
the air and coming into sight out of the air, being evaporated and being condensed,
passing from the liquid to the gaseous form, and from the gaseous to the liqunid.
When, through condensation, actual drops of water appear, whether as mist
or fog, dew or rain, the process is described as precipitation. The vapor-laden
air gives out, or precipitates some of its surplus moisture.
The sea surface evaporates into the air, the vapor becomes clouds, clouds
potir down rain, rain fills the rivers, and the rivers supply the sea, so whether we
start with mountain rivulets or clouds the circle is complete, and we always come
to our starting point.
Rainfall is always expressed in inches or fractions of an inch, and the following facts will graphically illustrate its effect, both in weight and volume, upon the
earth's surface. A gallon of water weighs ten pounds, and if spread out in a layer
one inch thick will cover an area of two square feet. An inch of rain gives Ioo tons
of water to the acre, or 6o,ooo tons to a square mile.
The instruments used to measure the amount of rainfall are known as Rain
Gauges or Pluviometers.
The amount of rainfall is measured on the basis of the depth of water which
would accumulate on a level surface., if all of it remained as it fell without loss by
evaporation or otherwise. Snow and hail are measured by the actual depth of
the precipitation, or, more accurately, by melting the snow or hail and obtaining
the equivalent depth in water.

The heaviest annual rainfall at any pla,ce on the g]obe is on the Khasi Hills, in Bengal,
where it is 6oo inches; of which 5oo inches falls in seven months.

"Weather and Weather Instruments."
Paper cover 5oc.

Cloth cover SI.oo.
59
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Rain Gauges Complete with Graduated Measures

No. 2702

"o. 27o2

Howard's Gauge, comprising glass bottle, with japanned
funnel with brass rim 5 " diameter, graduated glass measure,
to show .ol of an inch of rainfall ........................

PTo.

27o3

Same as No. 27o2, copper funnel with brassrim ............

S3 . 25

4.65

No. 2709

FTo. 27og

INo. 27Io

British Association Gauge, consisting of a metal c}-1inder, 5"

diameter, on which the funnel is made to fit as a cap; interior of the cylinder contains a metal remoiTable receiver
and a graduated glass jar. Japannedwithbrassrim ......

4.25

Same as No. ,27og, but with copper funnel and brass rim ....

8.75

Booklets on Rain Guages on application.
60
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Rain Gauges-Continued

No. 2727

No. 2715

PTo. 2715

Glaisher's Gauge, comprising a japanned metal receiver with

brass rim to funnel 8" diameter, terminating in a curved
tube, which retaining a small portion of water, prevents
evaporation. The receiver being sunk into the ground to
within 8" of the top, no evaporation will take place even
in

ITo.

2716

the

warmest

seasons ................................

$

Same as No. 2715, copper with brass rim ..................

Each
7 . 50

15. 25

Official British Pattern
PTo. 2727

"M. 0." Snowdon Gauge, copper, brass rim, funnel 5" diameter, containing graduated white glass bottle, complete
with

Camden

jar .......................................SIS .

Dr.HughMillscertificate ..................... Nett

25

I.oo

Dr. Hugh Mill is the British Rainfall expert and approves of the
above pattern instrument.

Extras
Graduated measuring glasses for 5" Rain Gauges ....

SI . oo

Gradua\ted measuring glasses for 8" Rain Gauges ....

2 . oo

Booklets on Rain Gauges on application.
61
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Registering Rain Gauges

No. 2721

A Rain Gauge should not be set on a roof , a slope or a terrace, but upon a
level piece of ground and in a clear space, so that it will not be sheltered by trees,
shrubs or buildings; the gauge should be placed as near level as possible, and fixed
in such a way that it would not be overturned by a strong wind.

The Rain Gauge illustrated above is a pattern which is known as the "tilting
bucket" rain gauge. No measurement is necessary, as the rain is collected in the
8 " receiver and is taken through a small pipe and dropped into one side of a bucket.
When a given amount of rain has collected in the bucket (o.ol ") the weight of the
rain on the laden side causes it to overbalance and, by a mechanical arrangement,
the hand moves o.ol" at each operation. The rain, still passing through the
receiver, is collected in the opposite bucket; when that has received the given
amount, the same operation is repeated. Its great advantage is that it is zerosetting, and is particularly useful when a pers.on wants to keep a record of rainfall
by the month or week, as by the zero-setting device no calculation is necessary.
The dial registers I " in I-Iooth" ; the second or smaller dial reads upwards to I 2 ".
Each

INo. 272I
ITo.

2'72IA

Zero-setting rain gauge in japanned metal case, Io'' x 8"
Zero-setting rain gauge in copper case, Io" x8'' ...........

$3o. oo
37.oo

Booklet on Rain Gauges free on application.

During a rain on the sea there falls on the surfa,ce a coating of fresh water which does not
immediately sink to the bottom.
` `Weather and Weather Instruments."
Paper cover 5oc.

Cloth cover sI.oo.
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Pocket Magnetic Compasses

No. 2903

Best Make, Stout Gilt Brass Box, Pull-off Cover
Pro. 2902

Enamelled card dial, best hardened and
tempered edge bar needle, with jewel cap
`andstop,bevelledglass ................

No. 29o3

Outside g:t:eD¥zeeafurement
1±"
2"
2±"
S17.75

$22.oo

$26.5o

26.5o

3I.5o

Silvered untarnishable metal dial, best hardened tempered edge bar needle, with
jewelcapandstop,bevelledglass ......

22.75

Hunter Case, Secret Spring, Nickel Cases

NO. 2922

Each

PTo. 292I

Enamelled card dial, beTst hardened and tempered..
]±"
edge barneedle,, jewel cap andself acting stop ..... $2.65
FTo. 2922
Same as No. 292I, butwithsilveredmetal dial .....
3.oo
63

[±"
$3.oo
3.25
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Pocket Magnetic Compasses-Continued

No. 2924
1!,,

PTo. 2924

Aluminumfloatingdial,jewel capand self act].ng stop

D e£Certitpe:i ve

"DD"

$3. 5o

E x tr a

Luminous point to N. &S. andlineinlidtoNo.:2924compass.

Leaflets on "S & M" Compasses free on application.

Military Compasses

No. 2939

No. 294o

Extra Heavy and Strong Cases
No. 2939
ILO.

Each
1%" strong bronzed metal case with jointed lid, silvered
metal dial, best hardened and tempered edge bar needle . . $ 4.5o

29398

FTo. 294o

Sameasabove,2"diameter ............................
aluminum

HO.

294oB

No. 294I

dial .....................................

Same as No.

294o, 2" diameter .........................

5.50
6.75

1%" Strong bronzed metal case with jointed lid, floating
aluminum dial, with luminous points N. and S. and
luminous

No. 294IB

6.oo

1}/2" Strong bronzed metal case with jointed lid, floating

line in lid of

case

Sameasabove,2"diameter .......
64
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6.25
7.75

Pocket Magnetic Compasses-Continued

No. 2950

Military and Night Marching Luminous Compasses
Extract from Infantry Drill Book, 1892

"A good magnetic compass is an indispensable part of every officer`s field

equipment. With a view t,o night attacks, it is desirable that in future tfiese compas,ses be prepared with luminous paint. The magnetic bearing of the enemy's
position from the place of rendezvous should be known to every officer and noncommissioned officer of the attacking force."
In militarv marching, all magnet,ic directions are given from o° to 36o° counting from right to left. It is therefore necessary that all military compasses having
fixed dials of degrees should be figured from right to left and all compa,sses having
movable or floating dials of degrees should be figured from left to right. This will
be apparent by the following examples:
To set a Compass having fixed dial of degrees to a given magnetic bearing,
say 45°, the compass should be turned until the magnetic needle stands directly
over the point at 45°, and the march made in the direction of the north point on
thedial,buttosetacompasshavingafloatingdialofdegreestothesamemagnetic
bearing the compass should be turned until the central or luminous line in the lid
of c`ompass is directly over the point at 45°, and the march made in the direction
of the central line in lid of case. The same angle of direction will be attained in
either case.
Each

RTo. 295o

Night marching compass with graduated aluminum dial,
luminous centre.

Bronzed case, with sight in lid ........

Solid leather case with loop for belt .

rJ5

...

SI I . 25
2.75

Surveying and Sight Compasses

No. 2952

This form of compass is a good instrument for approximate work, and, being
made very substantial in every way, will bear the rough usage often happening in
this class of work. The folding sights are made with hair line and slit vane on
each, this gives the advantage of taking a reverse sight when jn alignment. The
sight vanes attached to the outer limb of the compass are made to revolve around
its circumference, so that they can be set to the exact magnetic variation of the
compass needle at the locality where used. On the inside ring, in addition to the
compass degrees, a second scale is given, showing 3o° frcm zero for either East or
West variation; a Vernier also is attached to it. The compass is fitted with a best
bar needle, jewelled centre and stop, a ball and socket mounting (Jacob-Staff)
complete in mahogany case.
ENo. 2952 Surveying Compass with folding sights on revolving ring,
with Vernier and scale for magnetic variations, with 33/2"
bar needle, jewelled, ball and socket mounting (Jacob- Each
Staff),

RTO. 2953

complete

in mahogany

case ....................

$25 . Co

Surveying Compass with folding sights on re\TohTing ring,

with Vernier and scale for magnetic variations, with 4y2"
bar needle, jewelled, ball and socket mounting (Jacob-Staff)
complete in mahogany case ............................

29 . 00

Tripods for above, see page 69.
Extra

L.

Leatherslingcasesinlieuof mahoganybox ........
66

3±"

$5.5o

4 i"

$6.4o
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Sight Compasses
With Covers

In Extra Heavy Bronzed Brass Cases

No. 2957

No. 2956

Fitted with Untarnishable Metal Dials
These usef ul pocket compasses are made in different sizes and forms and
are mounted in bronzed brass cases with covers.
Thev can be used as a simple compass to take any magnetic direction, or by
use of the sights can be aligned upon any object and its magnetic direction measured
from the North point of the needle; a second object in another direction can be
aligned in the same way, and the horizontal angle can be determined by the difference of the two observations.
Each

•-„

RTo. 2956

No. 2957

Bronzed metal sight compass with cover
untarnishable silvered metal dial .......

$6.oo

r-'-I-2„

ct'

$7.2o

$8.75

Same as No. 2956, but with divisions on
raised ring instead of on flat dial ........

It is difficult to determine who first put magnetism to practical use, but the early Chinese
appear to have been acquainted with the polarity property of loadstone (magnetic iron oi.e) and
used it as a compass by floating it in water upon a piece of cork.
"Weather and Weather Instruments."
Paper cover 5oc.

Cloth cover sI.oo.
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The Prismatic Compass
With this instrument, horizontal angles can be obser\Ted
very readily and when used with a tripod stand, with a
considerabl.e degree of accurac}T.

Tt is consequentlv ver\T
rl

valuable to the Military Surveyor who can make his observations, while holding it in his hand, with the accuracy
necessarv for a militarv sketch.
It is also a useful instrument for filling in the detail of an extensive survey after
the principal points have been laid down by means of
observations made with a Theodolite, and for any purpose
in which portabjlit,y and rapidity of execution are of more
import,ance than extreme accurac\7-.
The dial, or card of the compass is usually divided to

every 2o, or, third part of a degree, and has, attached to its
underside, a magnetic needle which.is balanced and turns
upon an agate centre.
To prevent extreme oscillations of the card, a check
spring is attached to the inside of the metal case having a
knob projecting through the case, this can be pressed by
the finger and the dial brought to rest quickly when an
observation is being made.
The Prism is mounted in a triangular metal box having
a hinged joint, to give it greater portability when not in
use, the jointed piece has also a sliding motion to adjust
the height of the Prism to the exact foous of the divisions
upon the card.
Above the sight hole of the Prism is a narrow slit.
through which the sight can be directed simultaneouslv with
reading the degrees upon the card.
The long sight va,ne is also made with a hinged joint
for portability. It has a fine thread of horse-hair or wire,
or a fine metal bar, fixed the entire length of its frame,
which forms the sightline to coincide with the distant object
to be observed.

68
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Prismatic Surveying Compasses

No. 29618 E.E. F.F.

No. 29618

l'G.G.''

RTo. 2961

2" Prismatic compass, card dial,.jewelled centre, morocco
Case...............................................

PT®. 29618

3" Prismatic Compass, card dial, jewelled centre, in sole
leather

RTo. 296ID

sling

19 . 50

case ....................................

4" Prismatic Compass, card dial, jewelled centre,, in sole
leather

sling

c`ase ....................................

23 .

25

Extras
EE.

Azimuth shades and mirrors to anv of the
above ...............................

$

FF.

Enginedividedaluminumrings ...........

$

GG.

Metal collapsible Tripod with ball and
socket mot.ion illustration opens to 53"
closesto16y2"........................

60

7.oo

13.5o

6.5o

9.25

13.5o

.$

7.75

9.25

13.5o
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Prismatic Surveying Compasses-Continued

No. 2962

Prismatic Compass and Clinometer Combined
This instrument when used as a prismatic compass is placed in a hot-izontal
position, the altitude and clinometer dial be]..ng fixed to the stop so that the compass
divisions are rendered visible through the opening, and can be used with the

prism in the usual mannei-. As an altitude instrument it is placed in a vertical
position, as illustration, the stop being pulled up or released. The altitude arc
then swings, and its divisions come into line with the prism and metal sight line.
When applied as an ordinary clinometer, the readings are observed through tfie
opening, which corresponds to the position of the clinometei-base.
A
8
C
D
E
Ho. 2962

is the prism box.
is the sighting line.
is the altitude arc.
is the stop for locking clinometer.
is the clinometer scale.

3 " Clinometer combined with prismatic compass. with floating card compass dial, jewelled centre: clinometer seal_e
graduated o° to I8o° with sc`ale of rise and fall of inches
per yard, folding prism and metal sight. bronzed metal
Case...............................................

INo.'_2962A

Each

$34 . oo

3" Same as No. 2962, but compass fitted with aluminum
ring and metal altitude clinometer dial ..............
70

48 . oo
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Service Pattern Clinometer

DF

PTo. 2965

Description
This instrument is used in military operations for measuring angles o±. elevation or depression.

It is also of great service in the question of ¢y¢%s¢o7'/ of guns
and stores, as bv knowledge of the dip or rise in a hill, the officer will know \iThether
he has sufficient horse-power to draw the load and can regulate that before starting.

The illustration here given shows the Clinometer complete.

Instructions for Use
It should be held in the Je/J hand and in a vertical position, allowing light to
pass through the window "A" to illuminate the ivory arc scale. This scale is
held clamped, and by pressing the knob "8" it is released and swings freel}T until
it comes to rest.
The pressure shouldbe retained upon the knob until the observation is made.
When pressure is removed the arc is at once clamped. A sliding lock bolt is
shown at "C" which will secure the arc from any risk of swinging when not
required.
The sight through the Clinometer should be taken by directing the eye through
the sight hole at "D" through the small window at "E" upon the object to be
observed; the graduations upon the arc "F" will then be seen reflected in the mirror
"G" and the angle can be seen at a glance.
The scale of the arc shows o° to 45° in each direction; the RED scales denotes
ezct/¢£¢.o#, the BLACK scale dc¢yess`z:o#.

The loop at "H" is for a short strap to pass around the wrist for seourity or
for a long strap for shoulder sling.
The upper part of the metal case is made to remove for the purpose of cleaning mirror, etc., and is only fitted on the body tight enough to hold, but can easily
be removed.
Ho. 2965 Service pattern clinometer as described above, in sling case..
71

Each
$21.5o
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Bridge Sight Clinometers
Improved Clinometer Compass

No. 29718

ITo. 29718

When in use as Clinometer

When in use as Sight Compass

Improved Clinometer Compass

Fitted with Untarnishable Silvered Metal Dial
This useful Compass is constructed to be used as a Sight Compass, as well

as a Clinometer-the sights being made in the form of a bridge, and to be turned
on their pivots at right angles. The illustration shows the two positions in which
it can be used, the bridge forming a base, from which the angles of inclination can
be observed.
INo. 29718

3" Bronzed case Clinometer Compass as described above.I

Silvered metal dial, hardened and tempered edge bar
needle jewelled centre, in leather flap case ..............

Each
Slo . 75

TRUE NORTH AND SOUTH
The earth being a magnet, a free needle at any place should assume a definite direction, but
it does not follow that tr±is direction must be true north and south. as the magnetic poles of
the earth do not naturally coincide with the geographical poles.
If a compass be at a place in the same meridian with the t\\'o poles, the needle will point
to true north. But if the magnetic pole lie either west or east, of the meridian of the given
place, the north end of the needle will (1eviate either east or west of the true north, and the
declination (or variation of the needle) will thus be show-n in degrees.
`` Weather and Weather Instruments.''
Paper cover 5oc.

Cloth cover SI.oo.
72

Miners' Compass or Dipping Needle

No. 2974#

No. 2974

In the hands of the prospector, the Miners' Compass or Dipping Needle proves
a serviceable guide to the discovery and location of magnet.ic iron ore. In this
instrument the magnetic needle is carefully balanced upon a horizontal axis within
a graduated circle, and in which the needle will be found to asstime a position
inclined to the horizon. This angle of deviation is called the inclination or dip,
and varies in different latitudes, and even at different times in the same place.
Hence, in reading the dip for the suspected presence of magnetic iron ore, the
observer must not only be governed by his instrument, but must also draw into
requisition his knowledge of the general geological formation of the place of his
survey; and dependent on his experience, he will be enabled to approximate as to
the probable mass and depth of the ore from the surface. When used for tracing
ore the obser`Ter should hold the ring in his hands and keep the needle north and
south, standing with his face to the west. The inclination of the needle as read off
on the graduated scale will show the dip. If the compass is held horizontal it
serves of course as an ordinary compass.

Each

No. 2974
3" Dip \Teedle Mining compass in velvet lined case ....
HO. 2974y2 SameasNo. 2974,butNorwegianpattern,needlegimballed.

S12.oo
2o.oo

Nat,uial iron magnets are exceedingly rare, but a large quantity of magnetic iron is found
in sweden and the states of New York and New Jersey. .tweather and w.eather Instruments."
Paper cover 5oe.

Cloth Cover SI.oo.
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Abney's Level
This instrument is used for ascertaini.ng the height of
buildings, trees, or any other object; also for setting out

gradients for railway, drainage and mining purposes, and
any operation where angular distance or inclination of surface
is required.

When the height of any object is required to be taken,
a distance should be correctly measured from the object, say
Ioo feet, this forms the base 1].ne, and at which point the
observer would stand; then, direct his vision through the

tube of the level, arid elevate it until the highest point of
the object is seen bi-sected by the horizontal edge of the
reflector within the tube.

While holding it steadily in this

position, the spirit level, which is attached to the axis of
the arc, should be turned upon its centre until the j3%66Je is
seen reflected in the mirror, and also bi-sected by the horizontal edge of reflector, t,he alignment is then complete, and
the he].ght of object obtained by reading off the index of the
arc.

The arc has two graduated scales upon it, one giving
the angular measurement by degrees, and subdivided by
the Vernier divisions on the index. The other scale is figured
I to Io with their subdivisions, representing T]IT, +, +, etc.,
of the length of the %e¢s%/ed 6¢5`e, and is read off by the

fiducia,1 edge at the s¢.de of index.

If, therefore, the edge

coincides with division 4, the height of object would be
%th of the base line, o+ 25 feet.
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Abney's Level

No. 3001

All "S. & M." Abney Levels have German silver arcs in place of brass or
brass silvered ones, divided each way to 9o°, with Vernier reading to Io', and
P°Sftiveefl:tcgrp:F%iidveevr£,C:id ai.1 eye tubes are made to draw o¥t. Each instrument

is packed in a leather trick case wiith flap and book of instructions.
PTo. 3ool

Abney's Level, 5" long,large German silver ar.c with draw
telescope and improved fixing clamp to \/Ternier, complete
in leather

PTo. 3oo2

case ........................................

Each

SIS . OO

Same as No. 3ool, but,withcompassmountedontop of square
tube.

.

2o 75

No. 3oo5

PTo. 3oo5

Abney's Level, improved form as above,, with circular base
on which the whole rotates, b}T means of which horizontal
anglescanbemeasured.

PTo.

3oo6

Completeincase ..............

Same as above in solid leather sling case ...................

Descriptive

Letter

HH.

Magnifying lens on movable arm to anyof the above extra ....
Slingstrapsforcases.

Nos. 3ool-3oo2-3oo5 ...............

Booklets and Leaflets on above, free on application.
75

2.30
•50

_.-I-",.I..'""-.,il-.x.... I
Clay/or /nsfrumenf Carp

Verschoyle Pocket Transit

Closed, for carrying in Sling
Leather Case.
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The Verschoyle Pocket Transit
In Aluminum Body with Enlarged Vertical Arc and Vernier Reading
to Ten Minutes
Weight on tripod complete with angle piece ......
Length

when

open .............................

Length

when

closed ............................

Fitted with ball and socket mounting (Jacob Staff) .
Weight of instrument (aluminum case) ...........
Length......................................
Width........................................

Depth.......................................

Length of sight arm when opened ...............
Length

INO. 3014

of

needle .............................

This instrument combines the useful features of Abnev
J
Level, Prismatic Compass, and Clinometer. Designed by a
mining engineer of practical experience in the use and
possible application of the various forms of instruments intended foi- preliminary survey.
The distinguishing feature of the instrument is that,
owing to its novel construction, only one observation is
necessary to obtain, both the magnetic bearing and the
vertical angle of any distant point. It is also specially
adapted for use in difficult positions, such as are always
liable t,o occur in fil.ling in the rougher details in a mining
survey. For rapid topographical work and working in constrained positions, the fact that half the labor is saved

should be of interest to those who have to use this class of instrument.
Another important point is that its efficiency is not determined by the length
of the diameter of the compass, as is the case with the ordinary prismatic compass.
With even a small instrument the same length of sight is obtained as would be
obtained with a 6" or 7" prismatic compass.
As a thoroughly serTic`eable instrument it is \i'orth\T of special notice.
It js not a complicated delicate instrtiment liable to derangement or deterioration.

There are no 1.eflectors or mirrors used other than the prism, which is protected and fastened in a secure manner.
Each
INo. 3ol3

INo. 3ol4

Verschoyle transit for hand use in sling leather case ....... a

$35.oo

Same as No. 3ol3, but with angle piece and collapsible met,al
tripod, ball and socket fit`ting ..........................

Above prices strictly net to consumer.
77

Dealer's discount on application.
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Improved Pocket Reflecting Prism Levels

NO. 3o2o

This simple and portable Level is a, most useful instrument. It consists of a
tube about 5" long, having attached at one end a saddle piece, containing a glass
spirit level ; which being transparent and fixed over an opening in the tube, the
light will carry the reflection of the air-bubble tipon the surface of a rectangular
prism. At the farther end of the tube, is a sliding eyepiece in which is fixed, the
half of a circle of magnifying lens, and by the slide, the reflected air-bubble can be

perfectly focused, the remainder of the field of view being quite clear for the eye
to see the distant object required, a cross-wire is also placed in the tube, the level
be].ng elevated or depressed until the air-bubble is seen coincident with the crosswire, the correct level is then attained. Protecting glasses to exclude dust are
fixed at both ends.
In using it for approximate leveling purposes, the observer should stand at a
fixed position, having a view of the piece of land to be levelled, an assistant, with a
staff, having a distinct mark upon it the height of the observer''s eye, can be moved
about to different parts of the ground, the observer noting at each spot, the difference of level (if any) above or below the mark upon the staff . or a stake can be
driven into the ground, the correct height at the points observed. For leveling
upon a long course, the observer would move short distances, by a tape measure,
noting the difference of level at each station, and the contour made on paper.
Each

No. 3o2o .

Pocket Reflecting Level, in bronze metal case, 5" long in
leather

ENo.
RTo.

3o2o}/2
3o2I

case

complete ................................

Same as No. 3o2o, German silver .......................
SameasNo.3o2o,nickelplated ........................

Square Reflecting Level
No Prism or Magnifier, Fixed Eyepiece

NO. 3022

No. 3o22

Pocket Reflecting Level in square bronze metal case, 5" long,
in case complete ....

$4 . oo
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Pocket Sextants

No. 3o3o

This instrument is very portable, forming, when shut up, a box of about
three inches diameter. It will measure the actual angle between any two objects
to a single minute.
It requires no support, but simply held in the hand, is easily adjusted and,
when once adjusted, seldom requires re-adjusting.
When required for use, the cover is taken off, and screwed on to the bottom
where it is convenient for holding in the hand.

Import Only
Each

ENo. 3o3o

Pocket Sextant, best make, divided on silver, with telescope,
in

FTo.

No.

3o3I

3o32

morocco

Same

as No.

ca,se .......................................

3o3o, without

$62 . 5o

telescope ....................

57 . 50

Same as No. 3o3I, in leather sling case ....................

6o . oo

Cross Staff Heads

FTo. 304o

Import Only
Each

RTo. 3o4o
RTo.
No.

3o4I
3o42

Cross staff Heads (oct,agon) with st,aft` socket, in case, 2J4"..
Same as No. 3o4o, in case, 23<" ..........................
Same as No. 3o4o, in case, 3" ............................
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$4.oo
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Anemometers
"Robinson's" Improved

FTo. 3IolA

No. 3101

The improvement consists, first, in a rearrangement of the works which admits
of the column carrying the arms and curls, rising from the ce#£/e of the base, and
secondly, an arrangement by which the e'numeration is effected by two hands which
can be set to zero on the commencement of an observation, thus obviating the
necessity of taking a reading of the dials before proceeding to make a fresh observation.

Another improvement is the recent introduction of ball-bearings to the central
shaft by which the friction is reduced to a minimum and the wearing of the instrument prevented.
NO. 3]0[

t:O`:::S::]':sfcnoeinpo]:t:ter :S above) With 3" C`uPS. reading $4E5achoo

NO. 3 I O I A

R::oL::Sc°fLL;Sail_1:ee:Lr:=;e:i::;tsfe=eT:Sne\Ta°[id3 ]fi:x[e;d";i:Tn::eN:?£±.:
S.

and

lT ............,.,.........................

7o.oo

Descripti`'e

Letter

X.

ExtraforNo.3Ioland3IolA,withmetricscale ..........
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Anemometers
For Registering Pressure and Velocity of Air Currents in

Mines, Tunnels, Sewers, and the Ventilators
of Public Buildings, &c.
The indications are obtained by means of a delic`atel}t poised fan wheel, the
recordings being Commenced by the long hand, which traverses the extreme outer
Circumference of the main dial for the passage of one hundred feet of air. The
enumeration is continued up to ten mill.ions of feet (say I,894 miles) b}T a series of
smaller dials.

Placed in an air passage, the instrument registers automatically the rate at
which air is traveling through jt, and a simple observation will detect any slackening of the ctlrrent arising from obstruction of the wa}Ts, or want of attention at
the ventilating furnace or fan-wheel.
High Speed Anemometers

The introduction of strong blast currents in metal and other manufactures,
has necessitated t,he need of an instrument to measure the currents at "High
Speed." These can now be made to indicate satisfactorily up to 5,ooo, 6,ooo,
or Io,ooo feet per minute. This calls for an exceptionally sti.ongly made instrument, with special movement, but the obvious difficulties have been entirelv
overcome.

Zero Setting Adaptation

The most valuable addition to Anemometers, is that of a patented plan b}t
which all the indices, or hands, can be set back to zero, or starting point. By this
method, which it will readily be Seen greatly facilitates the observer.'s work, the sum
of the reading, for any single observation, can be instantly seen without having
in any way to consider a previous test.
Each instrument is supplied with a chart of corrections for different \Telocities.
Two dial instruments stand pressure to I ,ooo feet a minute.
Four and six dial instruments stand pressure to 3,ooo feet a minute.
Airmeters and anemometers cannot be guaranteed correct when used in a
temperature of over 3oo° F.
THE FORCE OF WIND PER SQUARE FOOT
Force'
It,Iiles.

.IJf
.35

..6

Lbs.

50.......

I........

13

75.......

.........

28

90.................................,....40

"Weather and Weather Instruments."
Paper cover 5oc.

Cloth cover sI.oo.
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Airmeters

No. 3112 With Key for Zero Setting

For the measurement of air currents through mines, tunnels, sewers, and the
ventilation of hospitals, public buildings, etc. The indications are obtained by
means of a delicately poised fan wheel, the recordings being commenced by the
Jo7€g hand, which traverses the outer circumference of the main dial, showing the
passage of Ioo feet of air.` The enumeration is continued up to Io,ooo,ooo of feet
by a series of smaller dials, but \i7.e strongly recommend the 4 dial instrument to
Ioo,ooo feet, being No. 3112. A disconnector pro.iecting from the band of the
instrument opposite the fan wheel serves to throw the mechanism out of gear and
arrests its action when required.

The usual way for taking a test is to place the instrument in the current in a
number of different, positions; take the number of feet that have passed during a
certain time, for instance, say one minute; then divide the total bv the number of
readings and obtain the average; multiply that by the square of the opening or
channel, and the result is the velocity of air, in feet, passing in a given time.
ITo. 3112

Airmeter as described, 4 dials reading to Ioo,ooo feet, with
zero

INo. 3121

setting

attachment ................................

Each

$3o . oo

Same as No. 3112, 6 dials reading to Io,ooo,ooo feet with
zero

setting

attachment ................................

30 . 00

De`seripti`-e

Letter

J.

Sand glass timers

attached, extra .........................

Booklets on Airmeters free on application.
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Anemometers
(Biram's Pattern)

ifiRE:i','!!'i'!lff
No. 3132

For registering the velocit}T of Currents of air in mines, tunnels, flues of furn,actes, etc., by means of a light fan, the revolutions of which are recorded on a dial
in the Centre of the jristrument.
These Anemometers are made in different sizes, with dials of different recording quantities as shown in list, and are furnished with disconnectors.

With "S & M" Patent Zero Setting Attachment
(Patent No. 3729)

ENo. 313®
RT®. 3132
RT®. 3136

Biram's +lnemometer, 3", 2 dials reading to Iooo feet ........

Biram's Anemometer, 4", 4 dials reading to Ioo,ooo feet .....
Biram's Anemometer, 6", 4 dials reading to Ioo,ooo feet .....

D eicertLtpet: `'e

L.

4 ''

Heavyhandsewedleatherslingcasesforabove .....

$4.75

$25 .oo

28.oo
35.oo
6"

$5.75

NOTE-Each instrument is tested and a chart of corrections supplied. Airmeters and Anemometers can be supplied with metric dials in place of feet at no
extra charge.
Two dial instruments will stand pressure of I,ooo feet per minute.
Four dial instruments will stand pressure of 3,ooo feet per minute.
Airmeter and Anemometers cannot be guaranteed correct when used in
temperatures exceeding 3oo° Fahrenheit.
Booklets and leaflets on "S. & M." Anemometers free on application.
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Pocket Anemometer
( Biram's Pattern)

No. 3139

We have recently improved this type of instrument by making it more strong
in its construction, and have altered the t}7pe of case. The present type fias
hinged lids of heavier gatige metal and the dial is absolutely enclosed, ensuing perfect safety. Inits present form its diameter is 2", thickness %" andweight 5% ®zs,.
Each

ITo. 3139

Biram'sAnemometer, pocketsize, 2 dialsreadingto I,ooofeet.

$4o.oo

High Speed Anemometers

We have given great attention to the production of Anemometers capable of
registering to very strong blast ctirrents, and can now supply them to 1-ecord up
to 8,ooo feet per minute.
Eachi

FTo. 315o

High Speed Anemometer, as above, regjst,ering to 2oo,ooo feet

with disconnector and zero setting attachment, complete
in

leather

case .................................

_

_

_

_

_

_

$45 . oo

NOTE-Each instrument is tested and a chart of corrections supplied.
Anemometers and Airmeters can be supplied to order with metric dfials instead
of feet, no extra charge.
Two dial instruments stand pressure to I ,ooo feet a minute.
Four and six dial instruments stand pressure to 3.,ooo feet a minute.
Airmeters and Anemometers cannot be guaranteed correct when used in a
temperature of over 3oo° Fahrenheit.
84
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Salinometers
The Improved Patent Salinometer

The improvement in Salinometers consists entirely in the mode of constrticti©n, whereby the strength and rigidity of the instrument is greatly increased,
and fohe liability to leakage prevented by dispensing entirely with the Old system
off \screwed joints through which the leakage occurred. To effect this the flotat,ion bulb is provided with a neck or collar at the top and bottom, formed out
ofl` the solid metal of the bulb. Through this collar the flat tubular stem passes,
fiftting quite tightly and soldered in the proper position.

Another advantage of this system is, that by the width of the flat stem,
exfoending from the top down to the poise weight, it offers more resistance to the
fluid, and rotation is greatly prevented and a steady poise maintained.
Each

No. 33ol

N°. 33° I A

PatentGermansilversalinometer,intincase ............

$3.5o

Pastteen± i:e3¥nadns , S:Lvderons::i:e°r¥ee::r:uS::::dpe°rng:1::n:tLqne t:i
Case...............................................

No. 33olB

SameasNo. 33olA,butwiththreescales ................

The freezing point of pure \vater can be diminished b}t se\'eral degrees if the water is previously I.reed from air by boiling and is then kept in a perfectly still place. It may be cooled to
5° F. without freezing. When slightly agitated the liquid (or a part of it) at once solidifies.
Sea water freezes at about 26°, the ice being quite pure.
` ` Weather and Weather Instruments. "
Paper cover 5oc.

Cloth cover SI.oo.

85

Universal Meteorological Set

No. 4o3o

The above combination supplies a long felt want. It is a complete
set of meteorological instruments suitable for the beginner, of such quality
that will give entire satisfaction. The set comprises a 5" metal case
Universal barometer, 8" boxwood thermometer with F. and C. scales,
8" Maximum and Minimum (Sixes) thermometer boxwood scale with
magnet, 8" Mason's wet and dry bulb hygrometer with boxwood scale
and a 5" japanned Howard's rain gauge, and a record calendar suitable
for keeping a record of t,he instruments described above. Packed complete

in

a

stained

box .............................................

86

$2o . oo
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Paper Covers

Cloth

Covers

I dozen $4.00 doz.

I dozen $8.00 doz.

50copies 3.50 "

25copies 7.00 "

$25 in loo lots

50ormore6.00 "

Net

Net

Relail 5001

Retail

Sl'00`T

There has been a growing demand for a book dealing with "Weather." Most
books on this subject are either so scientific that they are beyond the ordinary
layman, or so superficial as to be practically useless.
"Weather" gives sufficient details to cover the ground thoroughly enough
I`or the layman who is interested in this field. It deals with all instruments used
in observing the weather, their construction and how they should be used. It
also gives interesting histories of the development of many of these instruments.
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„fycas „ Instructive cbart
For Aneroid Barometers
Full size Iog" x 14"

OquryrnghiowrnedtryHaylorlnsfraner[fCOupaniesThocir;f5s;ke;I,T].I.

The `words "rain," "fair," "changeable," "stormy," etc., on an Aneroid
Barometer are apt to be misleading without a nearer knowledge of the comparative
relations between registering of the barometer and thermometer, also the direction
of the wind, etc. This information is given in a semi-automatic manner with the
aid of "rycof" chart, simplified sufficiently for the average layman to readily master.
No®

4o5o

No.

4o5I

Price

of

"rycoJ`"

chart ....................................

Smallersize ............................................

Per dozen
$6.oo

3.oo

Whoever has provided himself with an instriiment of this kind believes himself to be the
1)ossessor of a self-registering weather-prophet, and is generally highly indignant if it rains when
his barometer stands at "fine" or astonished if it is fine weat.her when the barometer says
„rain®"

The reading 29.5 (297€ inches) was at one time assumed to be the midway line separating
"Fair" from "Rain" and was acc`ordingly marked "Change." 3o inches was marked "Fair;"
31 inches, "Very Dry;" 28.5 inches, "Rain;" and 28 inches, "Stormy." A fixed standard was
thus assumed for a condition o£ Nature that is literally as unstable as the wind.

Paper cover 5oc.

Cloth cover s|.oo.

"Weather and weather Instruments.w
88

PJo. 4o52

Pads of one year registers for keeping record of barometer,

thermometer, humidity and wind direction, complete, with
pencil

(size

9"

X

5}/2")

89

.................................

$5 . 00
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Anemometers, Biram's
"
High speed
"

Pocket

Barometers,

Military ................ 2cL2I

"

Pendant ................ 48,56

"

Pocketcase ............. 12,13

83
84

"

Recording ............... 36-43

84

"

Roundwood ............ 57,58

"

Sets ....................

14-16

Altitude ........... 8-16, 2o-24-27

"

Universal ................

30

Automobileo................17

"

Watchcase .............. 8-II

Aneroids

Brass case ........

26-29, 32~-34

Biram's Anemometers .................

83

Brass

high alti-

Bridge sight and Clinometer Compasses

72

Charts for reading Barometers .........

88

Case,

for

tudes .................... 28,
Cabin

.....................

17j

3t+
31

"

Combined with clocks ....... 16, 31

"

Combined with compasses . 9, 14-16

"

Demonstrating pump for ......

19

"

Barographs ............... 42,.43

" Baro-Thermo Recorder ......
``

42

Thermographs ..............

47

Chronometer pattern aneroids ...........

31

Engineering ............. 20, 21-24
C]inometers

Hammered metal eases .......

...................

_

.

58
Compasses...............72

Hunter case` ................

"Life Buoy" pattern .........

9

Service pattern ...........

3o

Compasses
Military pattern ............ 2o, 21

•.......................

Bridge

Pendant, wood frame ....... 48-56

sight

and

71

63-73

Clino-

meter.................72

Pocket size ................ 12,

Straight side pattern .........

13

Dip Needle ..............

29

73

Hunter Case ............ 63-6+
Sphere.........®............16

Military.................6+

Surveying..................22-24

Night marching ...........

Testing pump for ........... 19-21
Travelling sets ............. 14-16

Universal pattern ............

65

Prismatic................69
Sight ................ 66--67,

30

72

Surveying................66

Watch size .................. 8-I I
Yachtpattern .............. 1773I

"

Automobile Altitude Barometers .......

Cross Staff heads .....................

79

Demonstrating Pumps for Aneroids. . .

17

Dip

Needle

Compasses ..............

Barographs........................36-43

"

Combined with

thermom-

Engineering Aneroids ............. 2o, 21-2+

eters..................42

Barometers,
"
"

High Speed Anemometer ..............

Altitude ........... 8---16, 2o-24
Brass case ........ 26-29, 32-34
Engineering .......... 20, 2I-24

"

Huntercase ..............

"

"LifeBuoy"pattern ......

9

3o

Levels, Abney's .............
„

Round ...............,

"

Square ...............

Meteorological sets ...........
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Military Aneroids. . .

21

Sextants, pocket ..............

Miners' Compasses. .

73

Sight Compasses .............

Motor Aneroids .....

17

Sphere Aneroidso .............

16

Square Levels ................

78

Pendant Barometers ................. 48-56

66-67 @ 72

Stand Aneroids ...............

16

Anemometers...a ..............

84

Straight side bronze Aneroids. .

29

"

Sextant .......................

79

Surveying Aneroids ...........

22-24

"

Tra,nsit ...................... 76-77

Pocket Altitude Aneroids ............. 12, 13
"

"

Prismatic

"

Compasses .................

"

69

and Clinometer
combined......7o

Pump for demonstrating Aneroids ......
Rain

19

Gauges ........................ 59-62

Recording Barometers ............... 36-43
"
Baro-Thermograph ..........
42
"

Compasses .........

.66

Test Pump for Aneroids .......

19

Thermo-Barographs, recording.

42

Thermographs...............

44-47

Transits, pocket ..............

76-77

Travelling Sets ..............

14-16

Tripods, collapsible ...........

•69

Verschoyle Pocket Transit .....

76-77

Thermometer .............. 44-47

Watch Altitude Aneroids ......
Registering Rain Gauges ..............

Robinson's Anemometers ..............

8o

Round

78

Levels ........................

"
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8

Wood Frame Barometers .....
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Yacht Aneroids ..............
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